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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

1

TlieBurrill National Itank
OF

ELLSWORTH

^__

Depository of the State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two-thirds of Ellsworth’s
Merchants

WE RENT

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

at bllrworth pobtoppicb.

In

for S3 per year and upwards.

effect Sept. 30% 19 l'J.
MAILS BBOBIVBD.

From Wbbt— 7.18 am; 4.14,6.25 pm.
From East—11.06,11.67 » m; 5.47,10.52 p
MAIL CLOSR8 AT

m.

POBTOPPICH

Going Wrst—10.80,11.80 a m; 5.16, 0 p
Going East—6.45 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.

m.

Ifo Sunday mail after Nov 24; until that
date mail arrives from west at 8.11 a ra; closes
for west at 4.20 p m.
Registered mail shonld be at postoffice half
an hour before mail closes.
Mrs. John A. Peters is visiting in Boston.

Only

six

new

voters

were

registered

in

Ellsworth last week.

troit.

Register-of-Probate T. F. Mahoney and
family have returned from a short visit in
Boston.

your deposits if you maintain a check account
with this bank—a feature which means extra dollars and cents to YOU. Ask us TO-DAY about
our simple and safe system of banking by mail.

!

Branohes

Town.

Old

at

Maohlaa,

j
l

Mass., for the winter.
Mrs. F. G. Allinson, of Providence, R. I.,
is viBiting her parents, ex-Chief-Justice

Dexter.

L. A.

Emery

Melissa

schooner

Trask,

James E. Lynch has gone to Boston to join her husband, who has employMrs.
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have a new and
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IN

complete

line of

in

wood effects;
also patterns suitable for the
ehatnbe, which are so popular.
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A NEW LINE OF QRASS RUGS.
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H. C. AUSTIN & CO.,
Furniture Dealers, Funeral Directors,
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ment there for the winter.
Miss Leila
weeks

visit

of two

ith relatives and friends.

w

Charles I. Davis, with family,
leaves next Saturday for Bar Harbor,
where they will spend the winter.
Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes returned home
Friday from a visit of a few w*eeks at Fairfield, where Mr. Holmes is employed.
Howard B. Moor is in
on

business

owners

OF ELLSWORTH.

No new esses of scarlet fever have been
reported to the board of health since early
last week, and all patients are doing well.
The quarantine still remains on eight
houses. The restrictions as to public
meetings have been removed, and the
schools of the city opened this week, with
the exception of the State street, School
street and Pine street schools. Unless
new cases appear before next week, the
School street and Pine street schools will
reopen Monday. The State street school
will remain closed for the remainder of
the fall term.

as

served

a

supper

w

New Brunswick

representative

chicken

dinner this

A.

Samuel

schooner

gathered at the

party

home of Frederick A. Coombs and

wife,

East Orange, N. J., last Saturday. It
was an Ellsworth crowd and an Ellsworth
in

time, and Fred L. Mason, jr., one of
party, was appointed a committee of

the
one

The American that New York
could have an Ellsworth reunion as well
as

Boston.

present were Mrs. Evelyn Treat
Barrett, Misses Marion Woodward, Mae
Carroll
Studer,
Phyllis
Macomber,
Coombs, Jessie Morang, Arthur Studer,
Those

Warner, Whitney Coombs,
ward Parsons, Robert Barrett and
Mason, jr.
Mrs. Helen
Holmes
Thorsen,
Roy

Ed-

A

noon.

this evening at 5.30.

Goodwin,

of

the

Harry W. Haynes, is home for

a

A

road to that

new

known

North Bend is

as

It is proposed to

Caspar

mill

run

section of

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
which this bank
has been
connection with any
you
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
service—these four form the foundation upon
painstaking
in
erected. These four we guarantee to

.—

..

drunken row at the little house occupied
by John Crowell.
Joseph West, one of the crew of the
fishing schooner Mertis H. Perry, and William Aucoin, cook of the same vessel, were
at Crowell’s house Sunday, drinking and

playing

cards.

The first known of any trouble was
shortly after noon, when Crowell went to
the store of William H. Ward, announced
that he had shot a mar, and asked Mr.
Ward to

telephone

for

a

doctor.

Ip the Crowell house Joseph West
found dead in

kitchen floor,

soon

to be

man

Surry
built.

the road from the

pool

a
one

of

blood

was

on

the

side of his head and

Patten’s Pond stream in

on

as

glasses

were

grasped

a

in evidence.

50-cent

piece

in

The dead
his

right

hand.

custody by
Deputy-Sheriff James S. Fernald, Southwest Harbor, and lodged in the county
jail at Ellsworth Sunday evening. The
Crowell

was

cook is also held

taken

as a

into

Half Price

a

line

as

possible

12c Double Roll

J. A. Thompson,Main St.,Ellsworth

Kidneys Need Care

Everybody
Temptation

Nyal’s

Stoneroot

Compound

strengthens the kidneys, cleanses the
bluod of all impurities, opens up the circulation and prevents the disease from becoming chronic.
We personally recommend this preparation.
Fifty cents and one dollar the bottle.
Whatever a good drug store ought to
have—and many things that other drug
stores don’t keep—you’ll find here. Come
to us first and you’ll get what you want.

George

Hancock Co. Savings
—Bank

Hancock hall
trttde rooms
next Monday evening, when the committee to which the project for a celebration
of the 150th anniversary of the settlement
of Ellsworth will submit the question to a

Maine
Ellsworth,
Commenced Business

vote of the

May 1, 1873.

The Season of

to Loan
ON
oo

ALSO DEALERS IN

of

16

is here and the Big, Beautiful
Blooms have unfolded their
petals just on time.
There are pink and yellow
and white ones all ready for
you to admire aud enjoy. They
are waiting your order at the

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

Ellsworth

C. C. Burrill & Son

Telephone

STATE STREET.

rehearsing under the direction of
JL. F. Giles, and a good production of
the play is promised.

class is

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD IRA
New Location Manning Blk.

■

cow

was

moose

left of the meat of the first
killed was sent by Game-

Harbor hospital
and the East Maine insane hospital.
No
warrant has yet been issued in the meatWarden Shea to the

stealing

the
father-in-law,
W. Tripp, on the same street.
The Ellsw'orth food fair for 1913 will be
held the last week of January, instead of
moved to

O.

Greenhouse

43.

B.

HAOAN, Jr.,

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CMtnwaiMC. StMui.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0 Box 7.

the week

including Washington’s

birthday, as in former years. This change
brings the food fair before the lenten
season, and also before the opening of the
regular circuit of food fairs in the State,
which latter fact will be a better arrangement for foreign exhibitors coming here.
The food fair committee is composed of
H. B. Estey, president; Roy C. Haines,
secretary; E. F. Small, treasurer.
The lyoeum course for Ellsworth will
open until Jan. 4, with Rogers &
Greely, the musical entertainers. “Walter
Ecclee and the College Girls,” scheduled
not

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Mrs. Henry Moore and baby went to
Bar Harbor last week for a visit with Mr.
Moore.
Fred E. Gray came home Monday night,
returning to bis work at the hatchery

Tuesday noon.
Mrs. Wesley Seavey and two children,
of Brewer, are visiting Mrs. Seavey’s sister, Mrs. Hiram Hamilton.

Irving Garland and wife, of Rangeley,
visiting relatives here and
at Bar Harbor, left Monday noon for Lewiston, to make a short visit with friends
who have been

on

home.

their way

Central

The Maine

ing

crews

the track at either end

are

here rais-

of the

bridge
preparations for removing
bridge and the putting on of a new
one, which they plan to do next Sunday.
new
The
bridge arrived several weeks ago,
and is in one piece. It is about
eightyfive feet long. The work of making the
and

making

the old

change will no doubt be watched with
much interest.
A. W. Ellis and wife and

family spent a part
Camp Ellis,Branch pond.
and

recently added

a

of

J. O. Whitney
last

The

week at

owners

the south side of the camp, and replaced
the piazza with a wider one extending
across

in the

the entire western side, and roofed
part fronting the camp. The cook-

room is large enough to admit of the
partitioning off of a cozy sleeping-room at
one corner, and the end joining the main
camp has been conveniently fitted up
with cupboards, shelves and drawers.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.
—

Wednesday, Nov. 6, at Methodist vestry
Supper at 5.30. 15c.
Thursday evening, Nov. 7, at Bayside

grange hall—

Dance and supper.

Friday evening, Nov. 8, at Society hall
—Dancing school and extra.
Friday evening, Nov. 15, at Hancock
hall—Play by senior class of high school.
Admission, 25c.; reserved seats, 35c.
BROOKLIN REUNION.

Saturday evening, Nov. 9, at Odd Fellows’ hall, Intercolonial building, 214
Dudley street, Boston—Fourth reunion of
Brooklin club. Tickets, 50 cents.
atrocrtiaemnu..

$2.70

Hoops

Am closing out reg- m_
*1.60 percale

^ar
79C.

VV TdPPCTS

“Can You Boat It?"

Underwear^---wiimwi

mwmi

women s

25c up.

H. P. Carter,

Main St.,

Ellsworth

■

ASbtrtigtmenta.

I

SALE OF CARRIAGES

DOLLARDTOWN.

short illness.

was

born in

Ellsworth, Me.,

city in the early TO’s.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Libbious Smith. Although Mrs. Grindle

and

came

She

was

had

been

to this

the
a

semi-invalid

|

j|
<►

OBITUARY.

Deceased

have

good-sized cook-room to

Bar

case.

occu-

y

...

and the

pying the Rowe house near the railroad
Mrs. Lizzie J. Grindle, a native of this
station, has moved to the Swett house on place, died October 19 at her home in
D.
who
has
Hancock street. C.
Wiggin,
Lynn, Mass. A Lynn paper says of her:
been occupying the Swett house, has
Lizzie J., widow of Emery H. Grindle,
house
on
Elm
moved to the McFarland
aged seventy-four ye:;rs, died at the home
who
has
been
street, and R. J. Goodwin,
of her daughter, Mrs. Mary E. Montrose,
occupying the McFarland house, has 473 Chatham street, Saturday, after a
his
of
home

dtiring

ELLSWORTH. MR

Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 drove St.

play “Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry
Yard”, by the senior class of the high
school, postponed from* last week, will be
presented Friday evening, Nov. 15. The

moose

Clarence Carter and wife, with their
dressing out of the carcass, the meat was
three children, visited hiB parents, C. J.
spoiled. It was a fine specimen of a twoCarter and wife, Saturday night and Sunyear-old cow, and is beiug mounted whole |I day.
by the fish and game commissioner.
What

The

Mrs. J. E. Webster, who has been

Ellsworth, Me.

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

people.

kilting of the

tween the

Mrs.

A. Parcher

Money

board of

---■

witness.

to a junction with
Crowell claims the shooting was in selfdays. His vessel is at Stockton
the Bucksport road near the big curve, at
Springs.
defense, West being about to attack him
j
the old Jesse Lee Floyd place. The greater
with a knife.
E. W. Ellsworth, of Portsmouth, N. II.,
part of the road will be in Ellsworth.
former sub-master of the Ellsworth high
County-Attorney Herbert L. Graham and
beIt would shorten the distance by road
Medical-Examiner E. J. Morrison made an
school, spent a few* days recently with
chamber
New
line
attractive
i iii-t
at
tween North Bend and Ellsworth nearly
spring’s stock
friends here.
investigation. Coroner S. S. King sumtwo miles, and avoid some hard hills.
and kitchen paper at
moned a jury, and conducted an inquest
Miss Hattie Murphy, who has spent the
An association has been formed under
that West met his death
past month here among relatives and the name of Patten’s Pond improvement Monday, finding
shot with a gun in the hands of
friends, has returned to her home in Cam- association for the purpose of forwarding by being
John Crowell.
the new road project. The officers of the
I bridge, Mass.
Crowell is forty-seven years of age, and
mail
das
clerk,
Dr. Herbert Milliken,
association are:
Sidney Bonsey, railway
West was about fifty, both unmarried.
after
a
vacation
of
to
returned
Searsport
president; M. A. Caspar, vice-president;
County-Attorney Graham came to Ellstwo weeks spent with his parents, Capt. W. E. Caspar, treasurer; J. H. Jellison,
worth Monday afternoon, and a warrant
wife.
and
Roland A. Bonsey
secretary.
charging Crowell with murder was sworn
It is proposed to bush out the road at
Mrs. M. E. Thibodeau left Saturday for
out. George B. Stuart has been engaged
once for wimer use, and complete it anas counsel by Crowell, who will be arPhiladelphia to join her husband, who is
other year.
stationed there for the winter as chief
raigned in the Ellsworth municipal court
The kidneys should receive careful and
next Monday afternoon.
quartermaster of the battleship Indiana.
constant attention.
They are working :
Cow Moose Cases.
Night and
can save a little at a time.
constantly and demand it.
The November committee of the Conaction has yet been taken in
No
legal
day they are Altering the blood, preventWEST EEIjSWORTH.
gregational church will hold a cookeding an accumulation of poisonous waste Financial success is
simply a food and candy sale in the Dorr building the second cow moose killing at Washing- Cora Grindle is ill of tonsilitis.
matter.
Assist the
kidneys in their work, ! matter of sticking to your sav- on Saturday afternoon, Nov. 16, at 2 ton Junction, which took place last WedRobert Carlisle, with Dr. Varney, made
strengthen them and enable them to pero’clock.
nesday, though Game-Wardens Shea and a
form their duty without weakening.
ing plan—making your
trip to Old Town last week.
has
who
been
emin
result
K.
will
K.
do
this
Failure to
Thompson,
deposits
Character Stronger than ployed here during the summer, has re- Dyer have been busy collecting evidence. W. E. Clark, who is teaching in Brooksof poisonous waste material, the circulaThe case will probably be before the Ells- ville, spent Saturday and Sunday
with
tion becomes clogged and the system is
to his home in Trenton. He has
turned
any
worth municipal court next week.
slowly poisoned.
his family.
made many friends while here, and they
to spend.
The carcass of this cow was sent to the
The remains of John Carter were taken
regret his departure.
fish and game department at Augusta.
from Birch grove cemetery last week to
A mass meeting will be held at the
five
hours
the
which
to
Owing
elapsed be- North Orland for burial beside his wife.
in
few*

direct

100,000
1,400,000

A8SETS,.

and

Road to North Bend.

7ftA8H»

STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

face torn away by a charge of shot.
The
instantaneous.
Death had been
Pearl
cook, Aueoin, was in a drunken stupor
Thorsen and Dr. George Parcher were un- on a couch, apparently oblivious to the
able to attend.
tragedy being enacted in the same room.
Cards and music were the program of j
Three shots had evidently been fired,
the evening, and everyone present had an one charge tearing through a door, anenjoyable evening. Miss Laura Jones and other entering the wall, and the third
Dr. Arthur Thompson assisted Mr. and killing West. Cards were scattered about
Mrs. Coombs during the evening.
the table and floor, and whiskey bottles
New

lOJtjt./)

$

SURPLUS and PROFITS,

F. L.

of Ellsworth

a large tract of timberland.
W. class of the Methodist church

ill be served

Ellsworth

An

];

-»;V

CAPITAL,

A telegram from the National Soldiers’
Home at Togus, received here to-day, announces the death this morning of Nahum
Murch, of this city. Mr. Murch left here
a few months ago, having an incurable
disease, and his death was not unexpected.
Bound banking.
He served in the Civil war in the 1st
Maine heavy artillery, and had an honorable record.
His age was seventy-one l.,„.
■
m
years, ten months and nine days. He was
one of six children, all of whom are dead
ANOTHER MURDER.
except a sister—Mrs. Sarah Q. Dow, who
lives at the homestead on the Surry road. Result of Drunkeu Row in FisherThe funeral will be at Togus next Friday
man’s Home at Manset.
afternoon; interment in the Home cemeThe second murder in Hancock county
tery.
within a week occurred Sunday at ManEllsworth Reunion in New York.
set.
It was the evident result of a

of

The J.

Capt.

Wall Paper Bargains

a

Mrs.

5

xx«» 000000000000000000000000 o<xxxxxxx>ooooooo<XK>ooooa

Clark

returned to her home

Egypt Monday, after

in

for the course. The other
dates will be as previously announced,
with the Chicago glee club added for
March 10. The sale of tickets for the
course will be deferred until a reasonable
time before the first entertainment.

to advise

and wife.

Capt.
Hutchins, is loading staves for C. J. Treworgy for Newark, N. J.
The

“The Quality Store”

necessity of cancelling the date first anhere, it will be impossible now’ to

obtain them

_

Capt. Ernest E. Ray left last night for
Boston to take command of the schooner
| Henry R. Havens.
Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett and daughter
Marion left last week for Cambridge,

on

iumittment*.

to open the course here Nov. 1, have gone
to the Pacific coast, and because of the

■

E. E. Springer and wife were guests over
Sanday of Mr. Springer’s brothers at De-

You’ll Get Interest

45.

nounced
Reuben 8 Halbert—Notice of foreclosure.
Fred L Kent—Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Freeman t Smith—In bankruptcy.
New England Tel A Tel Co—Petition.
Fred <J Smith —Pigs for sale.
Hancock County Savings Rank—Bank-book
lost.
Exect notice—Est of Louisa M Urann.
Brooksvillr:
F H Billings—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Boston:
W J Phelps—Commission merchant.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

'Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

23 Main St

NKW ADVKRTIHRMKNTM THIS WEEK.

|”0,"No.

for

more

than

fifteen years, she was able to be around
the first of last week.
She is survived by a son—Willis J. Gray,
and a daughter—Mrs. Montrose, both of
Lynn; three brothers—Corydon Smith, of
California; Alfred and Vin Smith, of
Ellsworth, and two sisters—Mrs. Rita
Standley and Mrs. Faunie Bowker.
Deceased was a member of the Broadway Methodist church for more than
eighteen years, and a prominent member
of the W. C. T. U.

and Other Stock.
< >

To settle the estate o£ the late Henry E. Davis tire entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfaetory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished

and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor Buggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboards, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horse Pole and whiffletrees and 2
Horse Pole and Whiffletrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carnages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pungs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
harness.

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.
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Prayar Maetmg Topic For the Wook
Bog inning Nov. 10, 1912.
Topic.—Temperance
world. —Mai.
temperance
Sherman H.

progress
Iv. l-s.
Edited
Sunday.)
Doyle, D. D
ill.

13-1S;

over

the

(World's
by Rev.

Motto:

B»

"AUKT MADOR"

“Helpful

and

Hopeful.*1

TM purposes of this column are suoclncilj
stated la the title and motto—It Is for the mutus
uenetit, and alios to oe nelpful and hopeful
Being fur the comnon good. It Is f*»r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the inter« nangeof Ideas. In this capacity It sollc u»
communications, and itssuccessdependslar ce’y
on 'lie support given It In this respect. Communications must he signed, but me nam oi

The temperance cause should enlist
and Is enlisting the interest of nearly !
There la writer will not be
every nation iu the world
printed eccepioy permisson
probably no nation in tile world's his- Communication-, will be subject to approval or
column, but none
tory that has not been cursed by some reject on by the editor of the
without good reason. Address
be
form of intoxication
Every nation; will rejected
has its national beverage, the excessive
use of which causes drunkenness, with
all Its accompanying miseries and horrors.
Canon Farrar long since de
nounced intemperance as “the national
gin of England.” It. has been asserted
that "the drink traffic Is the national
peril of France." Opium is the greatest curse of China, and the terrible effects of strong drink and of drugs In
the United States are absolutely appalling. It Is little wonder, therefore, that
the world should be interested in destroying such evils and tnat there
should be movements In almost every
land to curb Intemperance and to advance the cause of sobriety.
The religious world is making temperance progress. Christianity has always opposed the curse of strong drink,
and the great historic movements
against Intemperance have had their
Inspiration in religion. Every Christian
church throughout the world ts essentially a temperance organization in that
It opposes intemperance and advocates
sobriety, and through its efforts thousands and thousands have been saved
from forming the drink habit, and thousands of others who have formed the
habit have been reclaimed. The temperance work of the church is more
successful today than ever before. Its
efforts have enlisted the support of
The great
other powerful agencies.
Christian denominations have their organized temperance work, and Christian people by their money and influence are doing much to advance the

all communication*

to

The Americas.
Ellsworth. Me.

womak's worry.
What is it that wears a woman out?
It isn't work or hurrv;
Not gain of care or lo«* uf.hair.
But worry—simply worrv. %
She worries whenever the baby's out.
And equally whin it s in:
She worries for fear that her hat's too large.
And her face a bit too thin.
She worries when hubby goes out at night
And doesn’t return until early;
She worries at sight of a new white hair.
And whenever the cook is surly.
there must be dread/al news
She’s
At night when the door-bell rings,
And every alien teigram's
Suggestive of awful things.
She worries for fear its going to rain
When she’s shopping a little bit—
For fear the train will leave the track,
And for fear her dress won’t fit.
But in the great affairs of life.
Where grim, relentless trouble preys.
She puts her petty troubles by
And locks them up for lighter days.
sure

Jl^v

"1

BIBLE READINGS.
Lev. x. 8-11; Num. vl, 1-4;
Deut. xxi. 18-21; Prov. xx, 1;
xxlll. 1-7: 2935: xxxi, 4. 5; Isa.
v. 11; xxvili. 1-4; I Cor. v, 11;
Gal. v, 19-26.

Two Cents a Week.
Rev. A. A. Fulton of China, the originator of the 2-cents-a-week plan of giving for foreign missions, declares that
Its adoption by the Christian Endeavor
societies of the world would support an
army of 500 foreign missionaries and
20.000 native preachers, who would
reach annually 25.000.000 of the heathen

Elasticity

and

fexibility.

The elasticity of Cli stian Endeavor
has been its strength: the flexibility
of Christian Endeavor has been Its
power.—Jobn R. Clements
Hay, Thar©, Christian Endeavorerl
Make hay while the sun shines.
Make hay If It cloud©.
Make hay If the wind whines.
Make hay snowing shroud©
Make hay any weather.
Make hay any clime
Make hay altogether
Make hay all the time.
—Rev C Julian Tuthtll In Christian Endeavor World.

This column

is

devoted

to

the Grunge,

es-

granges of Hancook county.
open to all grangers Tor the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
to the
pecially
The column is

good

Against So Many Surgical Operations. How Mrs. Bethune
and Mrs. Moore Escaped.

40». EAST ORI.AXD.
grange held a regular meeting Nov. 2. when the ft rat and second degrees were conferred on one candidate. A
special meeting will be held next Friday
evening, but no meeting Saturday evening, as the members wish to attend the
Pomona meeting st Orlsnd.

DATES.
of

Saturday, Nov. 9—Meeting
Pomona with

Hancock

Narramisaic grange, Orland.
23
Meeting of Green

PA MOL A,

Saturday, Nov.

81 tnose umes,

!

ouu suu wiat t

ougni

HROOK 1,1 N,

Protection from Railroad Klres.
mcssure is being discussed by those

261.

Sherman and Laural

A

j

several

contests

Produce.

thought best to devote as much time
possible to degree work. There were
thirty-three present, and at recess a committee of six served refreshments.
was

Creamery per b.35*40
MAS8APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUKHILL.
Ma&sapaqua grange met in regular sesFresh laid, per dor.
45
sion Oct. 31, with twenty-seven members
Poultry.
and fourteen visitors in attendance. The
Fowl.18 420
Chickens..20*22 first and second degrees were conferred on
Bay.
one candidate.
Remarks were made by
Best loose, per ton.14*16
visiting members.
....

Bbled.18*20

Straw.

tlw J. C.

by

A

TEH OQ

Lowll.

SIods Lameness
Ton can looata and
ab»p Uinainwa in no
tiroa with TutWra
Elixir. Von can keep
Um* bonus right at bard
work.Tnttle**e Elixir
make* the curaeurely
and quickly.
Thla M i->a fnwiif need

tM ft i»t>ir <rr«>rinar ana
an*) l*nr* borer operatore tear ywbrra.

rTuttles Elixir-,
has cured hundred*^ thousand*of home*,
add*! to their selling valaa,ai»«l iu©r*>**r.i
their capacity for work. It Is the t~*t
hors© insurance Ton can h»ve. It tusk™
vour hors© worta mote to you, and ru r#
to
If you want to sell It But th© t
cur© any ill most quickly Is when it
l’*s Tuttle's Kllslr at the first »i,-. f
coil©, lung fever, or colds, spavin. I a:
ness, curb, sho© bolls, swelling*, and y
■>

w!ll*lopthctroobl#almoatb©for©ltb©giii*.
*: -l
ta also tb© best

Death

Kducator

Prominent
Hancock County.

of

—

Tuttle's Kllslr
le*
ever lovent*!. By addin* wayou can make a lotion Just the right
strength for your own hors©.
Tea caa Vay Tattle's Elixir tram yosr
ter

A

Native of

|
5

[Contributed.!

<Wi*r
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in Portland, Maine, October 7,
lost one who for many years was one
of her foremost teachers and educators, and
Hancocl: county one of her most honest,

his home

has

honorable and

Foster

Mr.

upright

was

native

born

in

sons.

Trenton about

sixty-seven

years ago of farmer
of that splendid New

parents,
Kngland

who were
stock whose descendants have done such
good work for humanity throughout the
At
length and breadth of this fair land.
home he was a bright, active and faithful
boy, as well as an earnest student at the
little red schoolbouse.
He

began

district
where

his

lifework

he

I

teacher

in the

county,

taught with marked

success.

In the fsll of 1887
mal

as

Hancock

schools

of

be entered Castine

nor-

school, then under the managmeut

of that efficient and

practical educator,

T. Fletcher, and was among its
earliest graduates.
His next good work among the young
was as teacher in the graded and free high
schools of Maine and in Freedom acadeProf. G.

my.

In 1874

sciences

in

he
the

was

appointed

to leach

Castine normal school,

for fourteen years he was a popular
efficient teacher. In 188V be went to
Kentucky to open ibe Chandler normal
school under the American missionary
and

association.
Two years later an
executive ability waa

educator of high
required by the
American board to build up a normal
school for fitting colored teachers in McIntosh, Ga. Induced by his great love for
the colored race, he left his attractive
position in Kentucky, and began thi

If

■«!

wa4

M

Ms

***» *cl

eteay* tor *Urr*b*tU#w*r^will semi you frtc a sal tut t>
TrtrtMrr ExpwS—«s." wt

PnCC

where

30*86

Kk**.

M*U

hotly wash

ejay,

as

|

KKKDKKICK W. KOBTKR.

among the

younger members caused much merriment.
The lecturer presented au intersting pro-

_

Country

land and build-

ings along steam railroad locations from
fires, says tbe Kmncbtc Journal, and maybe introduced at tbe coming seaaion of the
legislature, giving to the Bute board ol
railroad commissioners antbority similar
to bat given to tbe Canadian hoard of

readings
Gray.

Haines will have both
eyes restored and open to see and guide the j gram as follows: Ghost dance, by four
old ship of State; if not. may his sense of
members; recitations. Bisters Helen Hadsmell and bearing be keen. The motto of the docks and Hazel
Cowing; quotations, by
white ribboners for the coming >ear as adopted
members. The question: “Which is more
is for each one to win one. If we all succeed
beneficial to a community, an old maid or
what an army we will have.
Our Janet was
the first to win one in Hancock county.
I old bachelor?” was discussed, and brought
out many amusing ideas.
have the promise of several.
The third and fourth degrees will be
Hope to see new unions organized in seversl
places soon. Let ns be np and doing before conferred at the meeting. Nov. 16, folthe ballot is placed in our hands, which will lowed
by a harvest feast.
surely he sooner than many think! How long
The grange will hold a public sociable
is America going to allow her women to be
Saturday evening, Nov. 9.
Sandwiches,
behind those of heathen countries? It makes
cake and doughnuts with coffee will be on
me blush when I read of the enfranchisment
of women in other countries, when we have sale.
sent out the very women who have helped to
HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
bring about the advancement of women.
Harvest Home grange met in regular
Maine has had the honor of owning the
leader of the W. C. T. U. forces of India many session Nov. 2; sixteen present. It was
years—Miss Lavinia Coombs, a Free Baptist voted to have a shooting match Thanksmissionary whom it has been my privilege giving
and a dance in .the evening.
to know and correspond with for many years.
Supper frill be served.
There, 1 will stop by saying I have the pictures taken at the last reunion, and they are
LAMOINE, 264.
fine, especially Aunt Maria and Caroline' My
my mouth is covered up, which surely is the
Practice of degree work was taken up
Dell.
proper thing.
last Tuesday night, but proved so unsatisfactory that it will be continued next
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
week. No program was presented, as it

Batter.

protecting

interested in

SEAGIRT, 471, SOUTH DKKR ISLE,
railway commissioners, who have recently
Seagirt grange met Oct. 28, with twenty- ;
prescribed regulations for tbe prevention
one members present.
The first and sec- of firee and
regulating operations of locoond degrees were conferred on two candi- motives wttbin the
province of British
dates.
Refreshments were served. The Columbia.
program consisted of readings, recitaThis order provides that every locomotions, conundrums, stories, etc.
Next tive must be fully equipped with sparkSaturday evening there will be work in arresters of a specified sise, with sheetthe third and fourth degrees, and a hariron dampers and over-flow pipee and diThe railroad companies
vest supper. The question for discussion vision points.
must examine at least once a weak the
Is: “Have Women a Right to Vote?’’
nettings, dead plates, ash pans, dampen,
slides and firs-protective apparatus of
each locomotive, and keep a record of each
KIOOUK, 388, NORTH EIJA WORTH.
Nicolin grange met Saturday evening, inspection for tbe government special inwho are to make independent
Nov. 2, with thirty-one patrons present, spectors,
monthly examinations. The beard of
including visitors from Halcyon, New railway commissioners is given power to
Century, Alamooeook and Indian River remove from service any locomotive found
One proposal for membership defective in fire protective appamtus.
granges.
Tbe roads are prohibited from burning
was received, and the first and second delignite coal without special permission
from tbe boerd, and between April and
grees were conferred on one candidate.
The entertainment committee reported November the burning of ties and other
refuse alongside the tracks is forbidden.
the net proceeds from the fair and bazaar,

suffering

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

instructed in the first de-

meeting.

Prin Allen and Leona Kane and

by Elsie

were

gree. The entertainment for the evening
consisted of sn animal-gocaxmg contest.
There will be degree work st the next

regular meeting Oct. 29, there
were
twenty-seven present. It was decided to have county grauge here either in
February or March. There were songs by

to

something.
We all hope Oov.

candidates

At the

have an operation. I would not ’.ist"n to
tha*, and when a friend of my husband
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take it
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do my own houseworh,
hoc my garden, and milk a cow. I can
entertain company and enjoy them. I
can visit when I choose, and walk as far
as any ordinary woman, any day in the
month. I wish I could talk to every

*

Jfi6, HASCOCg.

absence of

of the
The
Maine State grange will be held in the
new city hall, Portland, Dec. 17, 18, 19.
The indications are that more people will
be in attendance than at any meeting in
the history of the State grange.

anyone or have anyone movein the room.
The doctors gave me
medicine to ease me

Are you so fortunate as to
be well satisfied with your
hair? Is it long enough,
thick enough, rich enough?
And your hair does not fall
out? Well, well, that is good.
But you may know of some
not so fortunate. Then just
tell them about Ayer's Hair
Vigor. Thcywill surely thank
you after using it, if not before. Remember, it does
not color the hair. Show
the list of ingredients to
your doctor. Let him decide
their value. He knows.

In the
present, including two visitors.
the worthy master, Worthy
Two
Steward Edward Oott presided.

STATE OftANOB.
thirty-ninth annual session

(every

j

Pamola grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening. Nov. 2, with forty-nine

Mountain Ponona with Mariavilie grange.

Sikeston, Mo.—‘ ‘For seven years I sufI teas in bed for four
fered everything.
r
"1 or five days at a time
month, and so
weak I could hardly
walk. I cramped and
f had backache and
headache, and was
so nervous and Weak
that 1 dreaded to see

For the
Hair

ALAMOOeOOK.

Alamooeook

reason.

woman and girL”—Mrs. Dema
Bethttne, Sikeston, Mo.
Murrayville, 111.—“I have taken LyDear M. B Friend».
dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Greetings to you all. We shall all have for a very bad case of female trouble
to admit that there is truth in the above and it made me a well woman.
My
poem, sent by Alexia, whatever our pro- health was all broken down, the doctors
of
line
be
in
the
worrying,
may
must
have
said
I
an
and
I
was
pensities
operation,
snd whether or not the “worry” ia chronic ready to go to the hospital, but dreaded it
And
the
two
will
You
or
so
that
1
spasmodic.
began taking your Compound.
letters that follow very enjoyable reading, I got along so well that I gave up the
snd Ann and Deli have my thanks. There doctors and was saved from the operasre a few others who have had fall “outtion.”—Mrs. Charles Moore, R. R.
ings”, among them O. (K.) and H., and No. 3, Murrayville, I1L
1125.53.
Zilla, from whom we hope to hear about
At
recess
the interesting features of their trip.
will surely be repeated In 1914 if they don't do j

temperance cause.
In the political world temperance
In spite of Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.'t:
progress Is being made.
I did not think my^little trip could be very
the evil effects of intemperance polita part of
ical action until recently, so far as interesting to you, but will give you
it.
this gigantic curse was concerned,
On Sepember 18 I left Bluehill at 7.30 a. m.
amounted to practically nothing. But
Had not goneifar when we met Dell’s John;
the reverse Is true today. The state then on
past Dell's home. Tried to see Irish
has at last been aroused to its duties. Molly, but not even a peep did I get. Saw
Eulers of kingdoms are denouncing Frances and Ponney at the window. Arrived
drunkenness and urging temperance. at Ellsworth about llja. m. Saw Aunt Mary
Emperor William has denounced beer and her John. Took dinner with a friend
to send us her
drinking in Germany. The king of (who, by the way, promised
for steamed chocolate pudding), then
Denmark favors national prohibition. recipe
to the station, where Lyall saw me off for
China is calling upon England to stop
Fairfield.
the Importation of opium from India.
Very soon a lady came and wanted to sit
The government of Italy Is investigat- with me, and in the conversation I found that
ing the liquor traffic and Its results In her mother was Sarah Allen, of North SedgSweden has voted for wick, so we felt quite well acquainted before
that country.
prohibition. Influential nations in con- we arrived at Waterville.
From there 1 tookjthe electrics for Fsirfleld,
federation must soon stop the imporand
tation of rum into parts of Africa. where 1 was welcomed by my daughter
with my little four-year-old
The greatest progress from a political family. Thursday,
granddaughter, we left for York Harbor to
standpoint is being made in the Unit- visit my oldest son. While there, the younged States. Over one-half the geograph- est son came from Boston for two nights, so
ical territory of the United States Is of course I enjoyed that.
now under prohibition through state
We visited York, with so many old buildings
wide laws or local option. Nine states and beautiful trees, and York Beach, with its
in the Union have state wide prohibi- seven miles of beach that is almost as hard as
tion laws, and the number will speedi- a cement floor. Carriages and automobiles
ly be Increased. The teaching in the drive on it and you^an scarcely see a mark.
with the surf beating
public schools of the physical effects It certainly is lovely,
the rocks. They told me there that
of intemi>erance is a powerful Influ- against
every ninth wave was the largest one, so I
ence for good upon the rising generacounted and satisfied myself that it is.
tions.
The saloon influence In politics
At Kittery and Portsmouth navy yard could
is declining, and when the saloon goes, be seen the convict ship that was built to care
as It must, the cause of temperance for the prisioners while they were building
In our land will UhTP won its greatest the new prison, which is a fine building. There
on new
victory, and the dawning pf a bright were three warships thereis taking
an old place, as
coats of ptint. Portsmouth
will be assured
old
residences
well ss York, and many fine
In the Industrial world temperance
are there.
At York Harbor *rc many fine
progress Is being made. The great in- tummer homes of noted people.
dustries of our land, especially the
There are many beautiful trees of all kinds;
railroads, are demanding that their the groves are something to be proud of
employees be not addicted to the use There are many fruit trees—pears, peaches*
drink.
A
disastrous cherries, and quantities of apples.
of
alcoholic
Back to Fairfield on the following Monday,
wreck last summer, supposed to be
caused by the drnnkennenss of a rail- I visited friends'at Oakland, W’atervllle and
of interest. W'enttoa W. K C.
road engineer, has caused some rail- many places
The time came all too soon for
road lines, notably the Pennsylvania, supper.
I found, after eleven
me to leave for home.
to take a most advanced step upon
days gone, they were very glad to have me
this subject. Hitherto employees were back home. I had a fine trip, enjoying every
prohibited from drinking while on minute.
I am glad. Are, that you have enjoyed your
duty. The rule now is that they must
little trips this fall; am also glad for all
not Indulge In strong drink either on
who have been able to get
home-keepers
duty or off duty—In short, that they
for a time. It helps you on through the
must be total abstainers.
The Pul- away
long winter days to think>bout it.
man
company has recently decided
Best wishes to each and all. and wishing I
not to serve liquors on its cars east could see all of
Ann.
you together.
of Pittsburgh.
Progress is certainly
being made. and. while the struggle
Dear J#. B.'$:
may yet be long, final victory Is asHow glorious the sunshine after the days of
sured.
r~

WOMEN SHOULD
BE PROTECTED

JtWjrrttKmnttB.

tendance will be targe. The repairs on
the dining-hall are nearly completed, and
it is expected to be in readiness by the
time it is needed.

2lmong the ©rangers.

'•

*■
■
fo« to Enow bofSrt sort <1.a.r
trmtbi* and ailment. It will save j a
This booE is scat free with every ietadose to. «*
ment. or ftcpanucfy it
IT Bwarty fit.. *****
TaMfte s Ptolr Ca

*
>

ry

Parents, Read this letter!
I have

a prominent Maine
regard to a sickness of one of

letter from

a

clergyman

in

his children from which I quote as follows:
“Our two-year-old baby was very uck
at two ditferent times and we came near
losing her. We had the be<t doctors,
but they did not know what the ti hie
was. In the first sickness she had high tern
for several days, and the doctor tan! it 3u ted
like scarlet fever, but as there were no other
Aftercases he did not think it could be.
wards she broke out in a rash ail over her
body. The last sickness was similar and
the doctor was puziled
She was very
nervous and we feared we would lose her.
Elixir
was
recommended,
Y'our Dr.True’s
and after two days’ use she passed several
worms from two to three inches in length,
and is now well and strong and si* sat
nights without fretting, tossing and starting
in a fright as she did formefly.
1 will be glad to furnish this clergyman** name and address to anyone who
cares to write to me.
N B—True s Elixir is the best known
remedy for all stomach and bowel troubles.
and
Purelv vegetable,
pleasant to take
entirely harmless. Expels stomach worms
and pin worms All dealers, 35c; 50c, $1.00.
Yours for better heahh,

Xj/V

13 Drummond St., Auburn, Me.

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLK.
Rainbow' grange held a regular meeting
Thursday evening.
Degree work was
Vegetables.
15 CarroU, b,
Potatoes, pk,
02 performed, all four degrees being con- ; arduous work
the negroes of
among
05 Squash,
Parsnips, lb,
02^*08 ferred on different candidates. One apCauliflower,
Georgia. Here he labored most success03
10*18 Sweet potatoes, E>
ATTACKS THE HEART
was
received.
03
It
was
voted
to
Cabbage,
Onions, b
04
plication
fully for fourteen years, and bad the Rheunia Will Get Rheumatism Be25
Celery,
entertain the annual Pomona meeting in !
pleasure of seeing his work expand from a
fore Rheumatism Gets You.
Fruit.
1913. The literary program was omitted.
one-room building with leas than twenty
40 * 50 Lemons, dot
Oranges, do*
Here’s another mao freed from the bond85*40
10
pupils to a well-appointed institution
Tokay grapes, b,
Cranberries, qt. 08*10
of Rheumatism; there are hundred* of
GREENW’OOD, 363, EASTBROOK.
Basket grapes, 17*72
with s large attendance, sending out scores age
others.
Read his advice
Greenwood
met
evengrange
Saturday
Groceries.
| of graduates yearly to teach in the colored
and judge for yourself.
Rice, per b
Coffee—per b
06*08 ing, Oct. 26, with only a small attendance. schools of the Sooth, and put into their
20 *28 Vinegar, gal
Rio.
20*25 An invitation from 8c hoodie grange, No.
“I had Rheumatism for a
38 Cracked wheat.
Mocha.
06
daily lives such Christian examples as had
tried
while, and
long
38
Java,
420, to met with it Nov. 21, was accepted. been set them
Oatmeal, per &
04
this
man.
by
godly
Truly
20
Tea—per b—
Buckwheat, pkg
\ many medicines said to
At the next meeting the married mem- !
rise up and call him blessed" for
45 *66 Graham,
Japan.
04a05
“many
bers will fill the chairs.
A cure the disease, but was
04 a u5
Oolong,
30*65 Rye meal,
leading them out of darkness into a glori(iran meal, b
Sugar—per b03 1
1 used
/
not cured until
Mk'MOEUL RESOLUTIONS.
ous light and a nobler life.
Granulated, 06 *06n} Oil—per gal—
The grim reaper, death, has
Whereat,
Yellow, C
Linseed.
06*06i*j
115 1
1 RHEUM A, and it ha ccrMr. Foster was so much attached to the
10
Powdered,
Kerosene.
12 again visited our circle and removed our be■
Molasses, gal,
work there, although the salary was not
taiuly done all that it 'as
35*60
loved sister, Agnes French, in view of our loss 1
•;
recommended for. 1
and
he
back
Kent* and Provision*.
of
it
to
high,
gave
liberally
and the sympathy we feel for the bereaved
showers.
Beef, ft:
aid the school, that he refused to resigu
•( not praise RHEUM A too
Pork, ft:
family, be it
Steak.
25
g45
22
I suppose you have all looked for a report of
Chop,
f
Betolved, That we commend the stricken even after his health became seriously imMy advice to
highly.
Roast*.
Ham. per ft
a0<j30
24 g25
the convention. Can only say tongue or pen
Corned,
I0gl5
Shoulder.
15 family to the Ood of the fatherless, “who paired, and it was not until his medical inose sunertug irom noeamaiiBiu »of mine would give but a faint idea of all the Veal:
Bacon.
25 docth all things well;” be it further
adviser told him that a longer service in this great remedy, as I believe it will effect
28
Steak,
Salt.
14
good things said and enjoyed by 225 delegates
Retolved, That our charter be draped in that climate meant
Lan15 yl8
Roasts,
Lard,
15
death, that he parted a permanent cure in any case.”—C.
wearing the white ribbon, besides the visitors Lamb:
for
mourning
thirty days, also, that a copy of with his
dearly-loved work and the pupils ham, Battes, W. Va., April 27, 1H12.
from all classes of good society—clergymen of
Lamb,
15g25
these resolutions be sent to the bereaved i
who loved him so well.
G. A. Parc her will be glad to sell yoo
all denominations, the State master of the
Fresh Fish.
family, a copy sent to the Bangor Commercial j
Maine grange as well as the State superinHe never recovered from the ill effects of RHKl'MA for Rheumatism, Gout, Lumb20
Mackerel, ft,
on
08 and Ellsworth American for publication.
Cod,
ago, Neuralgia and Kidney ailmenttendent of schools, mayors of cities, doctors. Halibut.
this overw ork and the climate. He did a
25
14g2u Clams, qt,
Kona C. Kingman.
money-b«ck-if-not-satisfied plan
50 Smelt*, lb,
All gave us words of cheer and praise for what Oysters, qt,
15
out
work
for
costi
Harold A. Kingman,
splendid
humanity in aidiug our not play a sure thing? A bottle
Haddock,
08
we have done and are doing, especially for the
Etta M. Googins.
weaker brethren in the South, and he 50 cents.
Flour, Grain and Feed.
great work of 1911 in retaining of the loved
was as much a patriot as though be had
work and law of Neal Dow.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
50
NAKRAMiaeiC. 224, ORLAND.
6 0087 50 Shorts—bag
died on the battlefield fighting for our
1 50 g 166
I am more than ever determined to wear the
Corn. I00!b ba*
1 65
Mix feed, bag 1 65a 1 75
Narramissic grange met in regular ses- country’s flag. All honor to his
white ribbon whicb Mrs. S. M. N. Stevens Corn uiesl,bag
memory!
1 65 Middlings,bg 1 65 <i2 OC
sion Nov. 2, the first for three weeks on
1 85
He was laid to rest in his much-loved
pinned upon me twenty-five years ago, and Cracked corn.
account of repairs being made. Arrange- Castine on Oct.
whicb I would likejto see worn by every mem10, Just as the sunset cast a
ber of oor M. B. band. 12, like Are and myments tor receiving Hancock Pomona were beautiful
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MKASCEES.
light over the hills and the
self, they are isolated members, it is good to
A bushel of
Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 made for Nov. 9, and it is hoped the at- water—a fittim* endinir to a beautiful life
feel you are in it.
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
My mind and energies are turned towards

Loose.18«U
Baled.

15

RHEUMATISM

Money Back

Remedy

Washington, D. C., in October. 1913,

as the
national convention will be held there. I
have begun so soon to save and earn for the
trip. Some one has said, “Surely. Dell, you
will not find anyone there to iuvite you '*o
visit them as you do every where you want to
go”; but who knows but Teddy may invite me,
if he gets there.
At Auburn I was the guest of Percy L. Sinclair and bis wife, who made my visit one
long to be remembered. Another friend
hunted me out and dined me
Calvin Fullerton, formerly of Ellsworth. Indeed, we had a
pleasant visit there.
Best of all was the keynote of all the speakers for better enforcement of law after Jan. 1,
1913. Now let uagall watch out and see what
we will see, for we^canDOt claim with honesty
that our republican officials did what they
might before their greatjdefeat of 1910, which
—

The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order ard fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a buahel of beana in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruts-bags turnips and peas.
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
ndian meal, 50 pounds; of parsuips. 45 pounds;
and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
of
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

founds;

barley

“I’ve just discovered why the most of us
fond of bargains.”
“Well, why?”
“Didn’t our mothers keep repeating ‘Buylow’ to us, when we were babies?”

Dandruff

Falling Hair and Scalp itch.
Parcher

I

Fragrant and delicious
Millions who drink it recommend

are so

Itch!
Itch!
Scratch!
Itch!
Scratch!
Scratch! The more you scratch the worse the
itch. Try Doan’s Ointment. It cures piles*
eczema, any skin itching. All druggists sell
it.—AdvU
—

for

UPTON’S TEA
Sustains and Cheers

is Authorized to Guarantee It.

He will do more; if after using two
l
bottles of PARISIAN Sage you don
think it is the finest and most delightever
ful hair tonic and dressing you
used—money back. Can you beat that
who neglect theit
before their time.
If your hair is thinning at the temples,
if It is losing its natural color, **ding
faith u*
or turning gray, put your
he
PARISIAN sage and you won t
caw
disappointed. Large bottle 30 everyat G. A. Parcher’* and dealers
on
where. Girl with Auburn hair

Young women
temples, grow old

every

package.

FARM experiment.
of

plan

railroad

develop-

MAINE

ing

ON
TUB CHERRYFIELD
trial FAR d
rUJBL RRY PLAINS—WHAT IS
BEING HONE.
statements

interesting

some

with the

nection

tract ol In nd «t

in

con-

development ol the big
Deblois, neer Cherry Held,

ol the Neer
under th> direction

lines' industrial bureau,

England

contained

are

in

recent article In the Boston Transcript
el a writer who has been in
{mm the pen

s

is headed, “Westthat section of late. It
and pictures in
ern Colonists for Maine,"
rstber rosy colors the situation to be
found rtow u east »a compared with present
While containing
western conditions.

inaccuracies, and, the writer shows

msuv

alack of knowledge of Maine's farming
conditions, on the whole It gives one of
the first extended accounts of the proof the season. As to
pn.< d development
ttn location the writer says:
“To one visiting the region for the first
tim

miles

the*-’

;,

miles of

on

level,

tree-

le-. plateaus are a revelation. The map
shows them without roads and without
,1Hants and

in

only

marked

as

plants-

flinary Maine farming lands,

has been
pounds or more, and then sell for eight or
but bo has found certain new nine
cents a pound.
doe
to
problems,
the
newness of
the I
“That’s the way the men now in Maine
One
of
country.
these, of small moment w ho have had experience with cattle in
but illustrative, was the
moose, which the West figure it. Certainly it rounds
oame and ate the beans
to the ground all
profitable, and there is a good market in
the
along
row, evidently finding the neat- the State for all the beef the land w'ould
ness and
accuracy of the arrangement to fatten. All of which shows a
mighty inhi* taste. But the worst
trouble came teresting and indeed
surprising state of
with the potatoes.
Ample preparation affairs for Maine. That a region which is
was made for the Colorado
potato beetle generally supposed to be an untamable
and the paris
green took care of these wilderness of rough hills and cat-over
from the first.
spruce lands, should be so easily available
“But this northern region seems to have for
big farming is the surprising part.
a beetle of its
own, far more deadly. That
“The w hole project sounds more like the
is an elongated blue-black beetle which
West or South as we know them to-day
lives ordinarily on the fire-weed. In
and their opportunities than like New
August the barreus are most beautiful
England. For railroads to show up the
: with the rose purple bloom spikes of this
value of land to invite colonists and
help
handsome herb, but it is doubtful if the them to locate and
get a start is common
Maine potato farmers care for this beauty. enough West. It is new in the East, but
this particular
On the leaves of tbo
project is only one of the
growing fire-weed
many which the New' England lines’ inwere beetles and the moment the
potatoes dustrial
bureau is
pushing at much
appeared above ground they deserted their present cost to itself, the returns to come
in a generally increased prosperity which
ususl plant for the potato tops.
They will
repay the outlay—in the future—no
cluttered on them, and at one time it
doubt many fold.”
, looked as if they would never allow them
to get an inch above ground.
K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.
“The poison which was so deadly to the
Colorado hectic?* was but seasoning for
Dr. W. C. Peters, of Bangor, was elected
, the salad to them.
They throve on it, and president of the Maine Anti-Tuberculosis
even when it was put on so
strong as to association at a meeting of the association
j endanger the vinesij the result was the in Saco last w*eek.
name.
Then Ilunton, »n despair over his
Kudolpb Allen, aged twenty-five, of
j crop, took the nl*ht train to Portland and

though some of the region has liny I
with « postofltce and a road or two;
sill'll are Drbloia and Beddington on the
western border ol the region, Northfield
an.I Wesley in its middle'and Cooper and
ti.

towns

the east.

Jleddybempa
“Into this region
on

factor,

s

railroad

itself.

for

ness

road

is

county

suddenly

comes

he died

for the

care

potato, the larvae going
fire weed, and the crop was

back to the

THE

Washington
people who will

TO

APPEAL

THE

Industrial bureau, which is
working patiently and rigorously for the
upbuilding of New England, seeking con-

the eldest of

was

eight

children

James Madigan, and to him the
management of the timberland holdings

“The demonstration

work

will

go on
than it is

it to their ; next year on a larger scale even
advantage, and it seea in these 300 j at present, and then if, as now seems cersquare miles, more or less, of level, arsbic, i tain, the fertility of the soil is fully deracleared land an opportunity for prosperous onstrated, the colonization scheme will
j
(arms tbsl will enhance its own proa- j proceed. 1'hirty-six thousand acres will
make TJO fifty-acre farms, and the tract*
|j will
probably be divided upon this basis,

lines’

England

;

few' hours later.

a

Madigan

WEST.

and other business matters of the estate
were left.
He maintained a law partner-

own

penty.

j

of the late

prosperous
it« income by using

increese

)

Albert W. Madigan, of Houlton, died
Saturday, aged sixty-three years. Mr.

saved.

to colonise

a

WEST BROOKS VILLE.
Mrs. Sidney Hawes has returned from
visit to Somerville, Mass.

Bridgton, was killed Sunday by the accicatne back the next day with arsenate of
dental discharge of his shotgun while
r.ine, which he applied with a severity
climbing a fence.
which was scandalous.
But it did the
Eugene Cliche, aged sixty-five, of Lewiswork.
It wiped out the blue-black
was struck by an automobile
last
beetles, which, indeed, soon ceased to be a ton,
pest. Only the full-grown beetles seemed Thursday, receiving injuries from which
to

a new

that seeks to make busiThe Maioe Central rail-

planning
with

•

The land will be
■

water

raerous

plotted

so

and which

that the

which

courses

ship with
Madigan.

nu-

now

run

with front

brother, John

B.

an Old Town man was-fined
costs, amounting to fll.32, for
a
shooting Hungarian partridge. The in-

Last

$5
j

his younger

week

and

terest
game

in

the

law'

case

is not

violation

as

so

in the

much in the

fact that it

in

a

bring

to

the custom in

it

are

filled

Kasiah Jones, who spent the sumis with Mrs. Lydia Jones

Mrs.
mer

in

Bluehill,

for the winter.

Mrs. Lydia Emery, of Bangor, arrived
Saturday to spend the winter with her
sister, Mrs. Mary 8. Wasson.
Mr. Switser and wife, of Searsport, are
the guests of Mrs. Switser’s sister, Mrs.
l<eroy Treworgy.
Horace Mills has returned from Arlington, Mass., with his family, and will reside with his mother, Mrs. Lucy Mills,
this winter.
William

wife,
Surry,
yesterday calling on Mrs.
Mrs.
Ivan
Farnham
and
Phillips’ sisters,
Mrs. Herman Tapley.
were

in

Phillips

and

of

town

Mrs.

George H. Tapley left for Portland
Friday, called there by the serious illness
of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Walter M.
Tapley.
Nov. 4.

Tomson.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs.

Henry Eaton

is at

Frank Moulton’s.

Her health is very poor.
Mrs.

Ross Hall has moved into her

new

The stone work

on

It

will

be

a

Carl Fernstrom has left for bis home.
He stored his automobile in Harry Conary’s stable for the winter.
Oct. 28._Crumbs.
A. B.

Conary

Mrs. B. H.
ton last

is in

Bucksport

for

a

lines and their

upbuilding

ands for the

of

the

the

as

s

industrial

bureau

recognizes it

wishes it

potential fairns and
occupied. The beginning of

the

baa

work

through
seres

of

region

purchase

in and

in

come

near

tbe

or

getting control'
option, of 36,000

township

of Debloia

edge of this great series of
plateaus. This in itself has been no light
task.
The wild lands, bought a century
ago for their timber, lost their value

on

the western

when tbe timber

was

cut and

over

the known earth.

But

the

Freeman heirs and the Wyman heirs have

found,

been
now

and

in hand for

sixty

miles

are

the beginning of the

ex-

square

quite a tract ot isnu, tying
mainly in tbe town of Deblois and tbe
tow nsbips east. It is a sandy loam, with
nai makes

water
six

always
feet.

to be had at
Before the

a

and

western

farmers

England.

This

the

crease

long slope above this the
a level at a height ofqUOO feet
and here one finds that mile-long" furrow.
to

THAT MIUS-hOHO FURROW.

**lt marks the beginning of the demonstration farm which the industrial bureau

lands,

say in the
farm values have

the

ease

new

lands,

with

which

to

back to New

come

opportunity

should

To sell

tendency.

a

in-

western

fl50 or more an acre and come to
England, taking one that can be
worked the first year in good shape, for
only perhaps a tenth of that price, would
farm for
New

seem

to be

“And in

already

an

inducement.

proof

realizes

that

more

this,

one

orange
in Maine

summering

than
need

one man

only

tell

grower who was
and accidentally

of the Florida

He visited it in
region.
automobile, studied it carefully and
bought 10,000 acres. ‘When are you going
heard about the

an

to

begin

to farm?’ he

‘Farm

years

nothing,’

was

was

to pay tales on
and
otherwise

asked.

his answer; ‘I’m
that land for ten

forget

about

it.

Then I'll be able to put It on the market
and get just tlve times what I paid for it.*
not

of

development,
people from

it shows how the

road

older

they may be worked, as well as the nearness of the great New England markets.
There is already a tendency on the part of

five

a

comes

fertility

their

this

was surveyed by a staff ot engifrom Washington, D. C., for the
national government, and Jefferson Davis
was in charge of them, in a lone boulder by
tbs side ot tbe road leading up to Deblois
from Cberryfleld may be seen a big copper
bench mark, put there by his orders if not
by bis hand. It gives the height of land
there as Ml feet above tide water. Climb-

power,

i the middle West, w here
: reached a high level, to these

of

neers

ing

on

war

region

furnishing

as

That’s

depth
Civil

well

tion of farmers

going

periment.

or

!

as

“The scheme will be to call the atteu-

j

not

were

salable to anyone. They descended from
father to many sons, to more grandsons,
and still on until perhaps forty people,
inheriting under one original title, are
scattered

tricity

com-

munity, an idea that originated with Mr.
Melien himself.
“Most people, .even if familiar with
much of the wild land of Maine, think
of this region of plantations as a vast forest.
Instead, tbe Maine Central branch
of

*
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the Davidson cot-

tage is about completed.
beautiful cottage.
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Candage returned from Bos-

Wednesday.

Ground has been broken for the cottage
of Coban Haskell

on

he

the lot

has

r
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chased of Mr. Hill.

j

some

England

For Infants and Children.

Schooner Clinton, Capt. Ed. Lord, has
from Camden and gone into winter quarters at North Brooksville.

arrived

into its

quarters to speak ill of comes that it is needed, and there is w ater
general j pow'er in abuudance to be had from this
Here certainly ia one thing in ; and other sources. Its ‘white coal’ may
manager.
which tbe railroads are spending thous- j some day light the whole region by electbe New

mm

Miss Lottie Stevens is visiting friends
Brewer.

through
Mrs. R. O. Chatto went to Bangor last
proves conclusively that the Hungarian
territory new and shaded deep in rich meadow grass will !
partridges which were liberated in the Friday for treatment at the hospital.
work tbe old farms, new indus- ! touch each farm, so far as possible. Roads
immediate
vicinity of Portland have Misa Mary Leighton accompanied her.
tries to bum by tbe unused water power j will be laid out and houses built by the reached the
eastern portions of the State.
Nov. 4.
Crumbs.
and » greater, more prosperous population I railroad. It will be possible to supply all
w hich in tbe end, of course,
ia bound to | this region with pure water from Schoodic
|
•
dbbrrlBtnutUB.
matte tbe railroad more prosperous.
It is ! lake by a gravity system, when the time

tinuously
people to

JlfturrttBfmmts.

COUNTY NEWS.

sufficient,

A

DAKOTA

FARM.

old-time New England small field
farming is not the kind which is going to
be done on this great Maine tract; rather
“The

it

will

sees

be

in the

the sort of

farming

West,

they know

where

Massachusetts
there stands

a spice mill that has been.-grinding spices since 1815.
When one thinks how little remains of the Boston of a century
ago, it seems almost a marvel that the very mill that provided your
great-grandmother with spices should still be busily at work to

Every Woman’s Complexion

supply you.

is bound to show whether or not she is in good physical condition.
If the complexion is muddy, the skin sallow; if pimples or skin

blemishes appear it is then attention must be given to improve
the bodily condition. There is one safe and simple way.
Clear the system and purify the blood with a few doses of

Continuous activity' through
period of great change is
evidence of tile progressive
spirit of the- firm and of the
stability that has won for its
products the confidence of
the whole community.

ffleechamZ ifiUti

been familiar with

a

Four generations of New
England housekeepers have

Poor’s Spices
Stickney &
rapidly—but

This well known vegetable family remedy is famous for its power
to improve the action of the organs of digestion and elimination.
They will regulate the bowels, stimulate the liver, tone the
stomach and you will know what it is to be free from troubles,
from headaches, backaches, lassitude, and extreme nervousness.
They will make you feel healthier and stronger in every way.
By clearing your system of poisonous waste Beecham’s Pills
will have good effect upon your looks—these they

New England grows
the reputation of this timehonored house keeps pace with it, and today New Englanders know
that the best spices in the world are made right at their door by
the concern that makes a large percentage of all the spices that are
sold in New England. Nearly all grocers sell them in 5c an4 10c sizes.
Write for our book of receipts You’ll be delighted with it.
Among the Stickney & Poor Products are: Mustard, Peppoc, Cinnamon.
Cloves, Ginger, Mace. Pimento, Sage, Savory,
Powder, Paprika, Tapioca, Nmmeg. Cassia.
Pastry Spice, Turmeric, Thyme, Soda, Cream
Flour, Sausage Seasoning, Poultry Seasoning
Be sure to nay “Stickney & Poor’s”

Will Beautify and Improve
The directions with every box are of special value and importance
Sold everywhere. In boxes 10c., 25c.

to

that

Marjoram, Celery Salt, Curry,
Allspice, Whole Mixed Spice.
of Tartar. Rice Flour, Potato
and. Flavoring BExtracts.
when you order them

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Bo.ton

A

women.

4

4.
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THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

course,
other states

to them.

A

Charlestown,

but

recognize the value of New England land
when they have it properly demonstrated
TRANSPLANTING

In

1HUBMABK RUBBERS |

one

how.

Hunton broke up bis land and prepared it
for planting with horses. But he said it
cost him fll an acre to do it in that
way and he could have done the same
with a traction engine and gaug plows (or
|5. There is room enough in these great
for the

sort of whole-

planted beside the road here to show level stretches
sale cultivation that is seen in the Dakobeyond a doubt what the land of these
and the wheat they have at the demsandy plateaus will do. Here Is a plateau tas,
would seem to show that
of 2,000 acres in extent, level as a floor, onstration farm
be grown iu Maine in an equally
without a stone in the soil, and the mile- it might
and with equal profit.
long furrow might just as well have been large way
has

same

“Whether this is so or not there is no
two miles long or three if the man behind
f
the oats and barley. The clithe plough had been ordered to make it. doubt about
mate of Maine is just right to produce
The land is there. The furrow parallels
these crops in perfection, and the State
tbe road; at right angles to it run plots
would do well to buy oats from her own
planted to various crops.
than from the West, as she
“In May of thia year this land was as fields rather
does now to the extent of thousands of
much in the rough as any Imd in the
of po- dollars. As for the potatoes, there can be
county. Now it shows fins stands
so long as the supply of
no question
tatoes. oats, beans in several varieties,
arsenate of zinc (or the blue-black beetles
flint and sweet corn, barley and wheat.
out.
The wheat is the Dakota flint and it shows holds
“Another u«9 which has been proposed
And
as fine heads as one would expect to
is stock-raising,
The barley and for this big treeless/egion
in the western fields.
All the
fattening.
or more definitely,
are thrifty,
the
corn,
and
beans
the
oats,
winter hauling in the Maine woods is now
and the Btate agricultural college at
but fifty or more years
Orono has inspected the potatoes, and pro- done by horses,
many
horses were not so common,
nounced the field the finest in the State ago
used. These, worked heavily
of Maine. This work is done by the in- oxen being
on hay alone, came out in the
dustrial bureau here and in two other all winter
the railroad’s holdings to
those farmprove to skeptics, particularly
ers who hold the clay bottom farms down
the
that this sandy soil is lertile.

portions of

Htate,

They have always believed otherwise.
That once demonstrated beyond a doubt,
the remainder ot the task is likely to be
more

eaay.
“This work ot actual demonstration o!
the value ot the aoll Is in charge of Mr.
Hunton, who now lives in Cberryfleld, a
graduate ot Maine colleges and a farmer
of experience, both In Maine and in the
Weat. He has not brought his crops to
their present fine condition without a

straggle- He has (quad no question as to
fertility. A ton of commercial fertiliser
to the acre, though less than ueed on or-

This Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark
Wear Hub-Mark Rubbers this winter.

They

cost

CLARION

no

Keeps

give just the

I

service every

housekeeper wants, without bother, without delay,

l,j

invariably
hardly able to waddle. This sounds reasonable, for there is much grass all over
the plateaus, and in the little valleys

**

without needless expense.
Efficiency and economy
characterize this reraarkable line. ^
Sizes and

variety
of

styles

to meet

needs

but
.a.

w

the

in great

all kinds

only

one

*_

ijudiuy—uwai

vmi

possibly produce.
WOOD & BISHOP CO., B&ngor, Me.

modern clarion

EsubiiiKed 1839

SOLD BY J P. ELDRIDGE,

•

•

its

—

Plug

into your

it’s convenient

moisture,

—

pipe.
it’s economical.

flavor and

fragrance better
other form of smoking tobacco—because they are pressed into the plug
when it is made—and kept in
by means of the
and

RANGES

QUALITY

slice Sickle

It’s good

than any first-class rubber. If your dealer can’t
supply you write us.
Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Malden, Mass.

them
say it used to be the custom to turn
loose in the barrens for the summer, and
that on rounding them up in the fall they
found to be so fat as to be
were

they

Just

Rubbers

more

spring worn to the bone.
“The old settlers of Washington county

along the water courses it is very strong
and high. There is plenty of water everywhere and the section being treeless as it
is, is also ideal for herding. ‘Canners,’
lean cows, can be bought at the Chicago
stockyards in the spring for three cents
and a haif a pound live weight. It would
cost |6 a head to ship them to the barrens
should easily put on 200
where

on

J ELLSWORTH,

ME

longer than

any

tobacco leaf wrapper. This natural
package is
much better than the artificial
covering of cans,
The

richest, sweetest, coolest smoke you can ever buy.

Try

it today—and you’ll stick to it.

Warn.

JHI

^^F

JOHNSON’S “ LINIMENT

I

Used 102 Years lor Internal and External Ills.

■

Gives speedy relief from coughs, colds, I
cramps, diarrhoea, muscular I

rheumatism, bruises, etc.
25c and 50c everywhere

LS. JOHNSON ft CO.

Bested, Mast.

I
I

|
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EDNESDAY AFTERNOON

W

what I
can only repent
many tlmea said: The fate
is
of
little
time
the
being
the cause Itself must in the
its triumph la essential to
the American people.’1
At tbe

AT

BT TBK

of

edition

HANCOCK

VOTE

IN

COUNTY.

Some Fly Two

Roosevelt was the ‘'runner up” in the
presidential race, with Taft in third place.
The exact division o! the electoral vote
cannot be determined this morning, as

NOVEMBER 6, 1H12.

the vote

The result of yesterday’s election is
what was naturally to be expected
after tbe bolt following the Chicago

RESULT

IN

No
house
convention.
against itself can stand.
Mr. Roosevelt started out to gain
control of the republican party, or to
ruin it; he failed in the drat, but in

by

a

Taft in Maiue.

And he is content.
It is greatly to be hoped that with
a democratic
executive and House,
the Senate also will be democratic;

small

plurality

reported, by
Roosevelt, who ran

tie in

ran

town

one

county

as

reported by telephone:

And

as soon as

now

he

Bucksport.

A.

come

At

O. Conary and his

good wife, of Ellsworth,

who say that
southern slope

on

on
27, in a field with a
farm of Alex. Gray at North Orland,
they picked a good half-pint of ripe wild
strawberries. Whether or not this is to be
regarded as late for last spring or early
for next has not yet been officially deter-

Oct.
th*

result

Edward Howe

recently

of the visit

of

Forbush, State ornithologist Stonington

Massachusetts, a branch of the National
Audubon society has been formed in Bar
Harbor. It will affiliate with the State
society. One dollar will make an adult a
life member, and children can become
members upon the payment of ten cents.
The aim of the Audubon society is the

Corydon

Bar

The bear

a

small

A famous

(?)

bear

munity thought this

proposition,

and

dog

The

fainted.

Wards.
1

..

..

..

..

34
..

..

m

..

39

164
189
82
..

..

1

53

..

..

to

Dem.

..

..

..

..

..

14

..

56
9

1

00

1

hunters

5

46

70

222

275
OF

vote of

Pro.

17

seas, whipped by a gale,
About midnight, Saturday,
had lashed

fell into the water and
from the

remainder of

himself

detached
the

itself

It

wreck.

washed ashore and the captain, almost unconscious, was hauled in the surf by lifesavers, who had held ceaseless vigil from
the time the vessel was discovered.
The Maxwell was one of a fleet wnose
principal owner is James T. Maxwell, of

Saugerties,
summer

vessel

N.

Y.,

who has

home at Hancock

was

built in

a

Point.

Miibridge

beautiful

The lost

in 1899

by

Sawyer Bros.; her first captain was Fred
Crabtree, of Hancock. Another of the
Maxwell fleet was commanded by the late
Capt. J. Atwood Bowden, of Ellsworth.
INDIAN POINT.
Mrs. Belle

Herlihy

has returned after

week’s visit in Boston

in large flocks and were tired and
exhausted; also, they always arrived at the
same hour—somewhat late in the
morning.
He thought it probable that they left
Africa at dusk the previous evening and,
by flying at the rate of 180 miles an hour,
would be able to reach Heligoland in the
came

one

Prog. Tot.
71
82

209
201
97

»

53

28

144

189

704

49

1
..

1

Ells-

dependent

a

Hungarian
Hungarian office)

storks

(marked by the
no fewer than seventeen
have been recorded from the various localities in South Africa.
It is, therefore,
practically oertain that north German and
Hungarian storks travel southeast to Palestine and thence due south to South

President Taft received the election rehome of his brother, C. P.
Taft, in Cincinnati. At 11 o’clock he conceded the election to Wilson, and issued

rally to the party standard and pledge
their faith in their party’s principles
and to organize again to defend the constitutional government handeo down to ns by our
to

Mrs. Nettie B. Higgins has gone to Bar
spend a few weeks.with her son

Harbor to

Eugene.
Mrs. Emma Higgins, of Bar Harbor,
spent the week with Mrs. W. C. Higgins
while Mrs. Herlihy was in Boston.
S. H. Leland and wife have gone to
Northeast Harbor to spend the winter
with their daughter, Mrs. Jessie Monohon.
Mrs. John Abram, who has been employed with the Isaac Locbe Co., Bar Harbor, during the season, has returned home.
Mrs. Ann Higgins and “Aunt Abbie
Higgins entertained Mrs. ;W. P. Draper
and Miss Derby, of Bar Harbor, at “Unde
Tom’s Cabin” one day recently.
H.
Nov. 4.

periment has been made on these linesThis was carried out by Dr. Watson, an

anew

fathers. We must make clear to the young
men of the country who have been weaned
sway from sound principles of government
by promise of reform, impossible of accomplishment by mere legislature that patriotism and com monsense require them to
return to a support of our constitution.
“Without compromising our principles, we
nust convince and win back former republicans, and we must reinforce our ranks with
constitution-loving democrats.
We favor
•very step of progress toward more perfect
of
and
the
equality
opportunity
ridding
ociety of injustice. But we know that all
crogress worth making is possible with our
cresent form of government, and that to
acrifice that which is of the highest value in
•ur governmental structure for undefined and
mpossible reforms is the wildest folly. We
oust face the danger with a clear knowledge
f what it is.
“The republican party is equal to the task,
t has had no nobler cause.
Let us close
snks and march forward to do battle for the
ight and the truth.”
GOV.

Fire

dept,

WILSON.

Gov. Wilson’s first public utterance after
election was assured, was as follows:

j lis

"A great cause has triumphed. Every demerat, every true progressive of whatever alia nee, must now lend his full force and enhusiaam to the fullfillment of the people's
ope, the establishment of the people’s right,
o that justice and progress may go hand in
And.’*

1

American,

who took

nests

rocky ialet

on a

Florida.
leased

Having

them at

some

terns

near

marked

from their

the coast of

them,

he

re-

about 800 miles to
the north of their home and several hundred miles north of their normal
range.
The birds, therefore, being liberated at
sea

sea, where neither they nor their ancestors had ever before been, it would seem
that they could not And their
way back.
Yet in t he course of a few days a fair
proportion had returned to their island
home. This experience is oertainly conclusive as showing that some birds have
the power of orientation and of
their way without the aid of

A Parcher,
Edward R Card.

R J Goodwin,
H P Carter.
C C C Fire Hose Co,
A W Curtis.
Thomas E Hale,
D L Fields,
Harry C Austin A Co,
G M Dunham,
Schuyler F Higgins.
N E Tel A Tel Co,
Ellsworth Automobile Co,
Edward G Moore,
William E Richardson,
Charles J Treworgy,
H E Davis estate,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
Otha H Jellison,
Andrew M Moor,
Woodbine Cemetery Asan,
George R Swett,
Morrison. Joy A Co,
CS Johnston,

Contingent.

juice, half-cup granulated sugar,
dry, one cup
honey, three cups sifted flour, 'beaten
yolks two eggs, one teaspoonful soda,
grated rind of one lemon, more flour if
needed. Mix in the usual manner. Drop
the dough by teaspoonfula onto a buttered
baking pan, shape into smooth rounds.
the whites of two eggs beaten

75
33
8 10
40 36
9 35
7 91
4 53
2 61
7 50
23 00
8 00
1170
82 16
851
10

83

Bake in

half

j
]
<

j
!

marks

or

inherited knowledge.

any land-

BROOK9VILLE.
James Roper and wife left for New Lon-

don, Conn., to-day.
L. O. Fowler, who has been
employed in
Bluehill catting stone, is home for the
winter.

is

charging

Highways.

Sidewalks,
Bridge*.
Kck crush’g

State road,
Per b'hway,
Per s’walks.
City sens,

Highsch.
Text-books,
Scb’house,

SuptofschS,

Police,
Fire dept,
City library,
Interest.

City water.
Elec light#,

lots.
Rep Ha ball,
Poor,
State tax,
County tax,
(.'em

Overlayings

Totals51325 58 60,074 69,30.747
*

Overdrawn.
TAX

Total

Sylvester Limeburner is still critically
Mrs. Cyrena Turner, of
Sargentville,

Collected

on

above

to

date.
V

OOL. ROOSEVELT.

Newburyport, Mass., after tpending their
vacation with their mother, Mrs. Jane
Mrs. O. M. Gray and

son

Lawrence,

of

SonthfBrooksnile,
spending a few days
with her father, L. C. Roberta.
are

Nov. 4.

jL,

M

one or

26 oo

Cash

on

band.

6 00

on

1.708

62

1,166

16

BOV

—

to
at

To learn printer's trade
office.

Apply

at

lost.
SIM. issued

please return to
Having* Bask, by

C. C. Burrill.

its

3.065 9*
*668 11
*2 70
107 39
*12 12
*56107
69 31

*87 30
133 86
f 09 03
446 25
282 75
4300 00
1315 00
782 W

7200
1,716 66
1,174 86
8316 10
2,696 3s
1.419 to
30.790

66

!

934,561

35

9,672

42

924387

98

26,354

23

92306 78
4314 28
350 13

5,286

40

9 2,135 79

BUSIKWtti.

!

Help Wanted
AT THE

Date October », ISti.
New England Tbi-rphokk axd
Tklbokai-h Compaxv,
By Francis A. Houston.
General Mauager.
D. B. 8

Blood Knitting

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

Fifty (BO) women und girls wanted;
average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from tl to 11.75 per day.
Apply to Mr. Jonx Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

_By

v

ITT

or

CLUWOITK) MAIMS,

Iff Board or Aldbimin, f
Dste November 5,1912.)
Upon the foregoing petition, ft ts ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing a
ropy of said petition and tbia order thereon
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in the city of Ellsworth, Maine, and
also by sending notices to property owners on
Central street, that a hearing thereof be given
at the Mayor and Aldermen's room on the
third day of December, at 7 90 o'clock p. ro.,
Bt which time and place residents and owners
of property upon the highways to be affected
the granting of the permit applied for. and
by
all other persons interested, shall have full
to show cause why such permit
opportunity
should not be granted, the last publication of
said notice to be at least fourteen (14) days
before said hearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Attest: -Thomas E. Ham.
City Clerk.
CAUTION

NOTICE.

11THBRIA8, my wife. Nora Neveils. has left
t?
my bed ana board without fault upon
my part, I forbid all persons trusting or harboring her at my expense.
Thomas C. Nxvblls.
Ellsworth. Oct. 26.1912.

CAUTION NOTICE.
my wife. Bessie M. Frazier
my bed and board without
|uat cause, I hereby give notice that from
this date I shall pay no bills of her contracting, nor be in any way responsible for them.
Colo* L. Fbazisb.
Ellsworth Falls, Me., Oct. SO, 1912.
AH,
WHERE
has left

IcgiglatiOr
is

Wm. O. EMERY

•

TITLES

as

MAINE

IHTM,

ILUa

••arches mads and abstracts
and copisu fiirnlshsd on short
notics, and at BAWMEl MCIS.

OPPlOll

MORRISON. JOY t CO. BLOCK.
r. « hi W

liHshai. IM

MAN WANTED
Toiell.aeeda in each county.

A

"it11

paying poaition for a man acquainted
but
farming.
Experience not necewary
*'ork'
honesty and industry are. Steady
Cobb A Co., Franklin, Maas.

COATS

FUR

Let me supply you
will soon be needed.
Have the summer suit pressed and put
it
next spring.
need
in
a
may
burry
you
All

Xatirt.

hereby given
providsd by
NOTICE
chapter 2. section 96 of the revised statof Maine, of the intention

Kinds

of

Repairing-

DAVID FRIEND.

Main

Street..Ellsworta

I

utes

of Hollis
Barney A. Watson and other citisens
Staples,
>1 tbe towns of Sullivan, Hancock and Franklin. in the county of Hancock, to petition the
leventy-sixth legislature to prohibit the fishing or taking of smelts except by hook and
line, in Egypt bay, Franklin bay and their
:rlbutarlee. snd all that part of Taunton bay
md its tributaries lying above Sullivan Falls,
n the oounty of Hancock.

gtaftMtonAl

referred to

lights.

notice thit
executors

treasurer.

NOTICE.
I'PHK New England Telephone and Teiv1
grsph Company respectfully petitions
the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the City
of Ellsworth. Me., lor a location for its poles
and wires thereon, and the necessary supand strengthening fixtures and wires,
porting
in the following-named streets and highways
of said city.
Said Company agrees to reserve space for
one cross arm at the top of all the above
poles
for telephone, fire alarm and police signal
wires, owned by the city and used for municiHaid
to
be
erected
under
pal purposes.
poles
the supervision of such officers as said city
may designate.
are
the
streets and
Following
highways
sbove referred to:
Central street from State street entire

980.403 53
4.157 82

K.

Attamiscmrma

the Han-

length.

*187 02
3381 67
1362 53
247 86 !

NOTH

LOUIBA M. URANN, late of SULLIVAN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tbe terms of said will Ail
persons having demands against the* stats of
said deceased are desired to
present the «sm«
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment itnroediate’y.
William O. K.wrky
Juertn 9. Doylk.
Sullivan. Maine. Nov. 9, 1912.

learn the
Amwiicax

by
Finder
cock County
BANK-HOOK-No
Havings Bank.
said bank. Haxcock Cocxtv

j

Frank L. Sargent and Walter P. Warren
were added to the list of city weighers.
The board then tabulated the election
returns of the city, the official returns of
which are printed elsewhere in thia issue.

Adjourned.

women

AKK-BOOK No. 1*7; finder please return
to the treasurer Haxcock Cocxtt 8avixgs Bank, by C. C. Burrill. Its treasurer.

hearing at the next regular meeting on
the evening of Dec. 3.
Petition for an electric light at corner
committee

two

(

75
5100

Petition of the New England Telephone
A Telegraph Co. for permission to erect
wires on Central street, the full length,
was presented, and notice ordered for a

was

RXRU’rORr
subscribers

hereby give
THKthey hare been duly
appointed
of the last will and testament of

Amkeicax

17 ;
5 00 j

10

87,472 19
report.

W. J. Walker and wife have returned to
of Fifth and Pond streets

Walker.

OFFICE—In

trade of
office

50

uncollected.951342 16

TBSASUBBB'S BBFOBT.
Balance on hand at last report.
Received from taxes..
Received from other sources.

OTHER

Col. Rooeevelt, from bis home at Oyster
} lay, shortly before midnight issued the
f allowing statement:

Burrill national bank bu'idtng. recently occupied by P. E. Higgins,
water heat, electric light; one of the
moat desirable offices in Ellsworth.
Inquire
at Bt-aaiLL National Bask.

young
COMPOSITORS—An
typesetting.
Apply

18

4

Tax of 1912. 951326 58
Collected to date. 24371 35
Total

State

opportunity Is offered

10 66

BKPOKT.

Tax 1887to 1911 uncollected Feb 10,*12,
Tax deeds.

nurse.

Mrs. Charles Whitten has returned to
her hofne in Waltham, Maas., after visiting her mother, Mrs. F. M. Billings.

65

OF FORECI.OSI 111
^r,*roM Harrlraan, of Fiaoktin. In the county of Hancock, sad
fnateof Maine, by h*a mortgage deed dated
the twelfth day of September, a. d. I9ti. i0d
recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
book 4*2, page 4?I, conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate eituatrd
In Pranalin. in said county of Hancock, u
fully described in said deed so recorded reference being bad to said registry for fun description of said land), and whereas tbe condition of said mortgage has been broket), now
therefore, by reason of the breac' of the condition thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Rsraax 8. Hat bkmt.
by B. T. Bowie, his attorney.
Noe. 2, a. d. 1911.
ntfrlUK

Your

tylp CHantvU.

4 50

overdrawn, 91,408 62

COLLBCTOB’S

5 to 6

OFFICES—Suite

passed

6,000 00 64*2 78 1336 »
3,000 00 3,000 (A> 34*3 11
500 00
500 00
502 70
500 00
500 00
392 61
1.000 00 1,237 62 1.250 (H
750 00
750 00 1.261 07
00
00
2.000
2,000
1,980 69
1.000 00 1.400 00 1.537 02
1.000 00 7.751 19 4.369 52
2,300 00 2,978 85 1,61182
600 00
600 66
853 80
400 00
400 00
487 90
400 00
400 00
266 64
1.200 00 1.200 00
690 97
3300 00 3,580 24 3,088 99
700 00
931 99
649 24
4.000 00 4,000 00
2.080 00 2.C30 00: 1,015 00
2,400 00 2.400 00 1.667 06
7200
72 00
2.000 00 2,040 79
322 13
3.541 50 3.541 50 2366 64
3316 10 8318 10
2,696 sh 2,696 86
1.419 60 1,419 60

Contingent.

B.lc'oV

18 66:
over C. U Morang t» clothSuitable for docing-store, Main st.
2 00
tor’s, lawyer’s or insurance office. Inquire of
00
2
C. L. Morang. Ellsworth
1 55
14 00
12 85

BaiunAppro- Total |
priat'n credit* I>rawn drairn

Fund.

1,1,

<Lo

f50|

dt?

{£
thence' wmeJi,

tleuc. tSrYbeLurS

4.

1

“j

i

CCARROTSF. P.

20 69
60
44
10 20
2 79
26 18

deedJTlwok «i

,»»“

For feeding to horaes. Inquire
of Louasso Listscott, Ellsworth. Me., R.

SUMMARY OF AUDITOR'S EBPORT

Paid out since last

ill.

PIGS—25

nt,E

gage

_

weeks old.
pigs
choice for IliO. Furn O. 8**rr*,
street. Ellsworth. Tel. 106-IS.

accepted

off rolls and orders
Oct. 1. 1912.

WHEREAS,
cJmnty

w."i

_

and Sled.
After

PORIVUISI K)..
Everett J Bowden, of brook,
villa,
of Hancock and
Maine, by blgmc rtg.gr deed deled
the isth
day of December a. d. in, and recnrd.it
Hancock county registry of
t». conveyed to F. H.
Billing,. of
Brooksvllle, a certa n parcel of land .Unated
>“
Brookaellle. and bounded and
scribed aa follow., to wUl
Beginning .1
corner
bounds
between
MannlDv pi,
kina and Ernest Babeon,
the
fence
and
meadow road, to land of
by
Lymeborner and Mrs. J. Perkins, thence b,
land of aald Lymeboroer and Perkins
.oath,
erly to stake and stones and stone wall
thence easterly following the stone
innd of Ernest B.bson,
by uU Bah,on's land to Ihe first mentl, ned
bounds containing Bftv acres mure or
And whereas the condition of said
mongsi,
has been bfok n; now. therefore, by resmnol
the Drench of the condition thereof!
claim,
foreclosure of said mortgage end give th>.
uMice for that Porno.,.
P H
*■
Brook,ville. Me. Noe. s, |ffj.

SOUSE—At

from

~

NOTICE or

___

11

was

*,mnkrwptcy.

Oait PoinL in Trenton. 10 mile;
below Ellsworth, with good-aped lou
location for summer residence. Apply to
Ellswosth Loan ft Bpildixo Ass's. Ellsworth. Me.

64,873 25

report of the auditor

at»uet£e.,g,“f?:

—Bailey upright, mahogany case,

PIANO

Su

..

of cocoanut.

Spctinl yoiiu*.

Grand total.

NOTICB

change add

»
of Ohio, city of Toledo,
1
Luca* County,
Frank J Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the Arm of F. J. Cheney Jk
Co., dot dr business In the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said Arm
will par the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every caae of Catarrh that
cannot be cored by the use of HALL'S CAFRANK J. CHENEY.
TARRH CURE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1*86.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal;
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Core is taken internally and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of tbe system. Send for testimonial*
free.
F. J. CHENEY ft CO*. Toledo.O.
Sold bf all DrurgisU, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pill* for constipation.

41 00

38

For

nearly new; or would rent for winter.
Also one Edison phonograph, with records
and large and small horn. Address P. O. Box
564. Ellsworth.

TRACKKRH' SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
6660 50
807 66
High school.

The

or more

cup

oven.

diSfc

^^,/ounty

jror Sale.

1,264 25
167 76

Bridge.
State road.

a

moderate

a

To the creditors of Freeman C. Smith of pa~
‘n
of Hancock and
airlct
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
la hereby given tha! on the
of October, a. d. my, the an,
rreeroan C.
Smith waa
duly ,(n
bankrupt; »nd that the Hr.l meeUng
creditors will be held at my
office
Piu
worth. Me., on the l«th day of November as
1»11. at two o'clock In the afternoon. >t
lime
the
aald
creditors
may
prove their claim#, appoint
the bankrupt, and transact each
other bu.i
nese as may properly come before
said meet
*»«•
William k. WaiViar;
lD
Ellsworth. Me.. Nos.

state

C'OXMISSIOKRR’S ROLLS.
6 162 50

Sidewalk.

Notice of r»r*t MMiinK.
In the District Court of the United
*les,0r
the Hancock District of Maine
In the matter of
i.
in
Frkrmax C. Smith,
J
bankrupt?*
| Ao. 9,/lAl.
Bankrupts

lemon

61,996 47
STRXKT

Highway.
Permanent highway.

Me

lUgnl Notices.

Honey Drop Cookies.
three tablespoonfuls

cup butter,

Half

4 80

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,

Anding

Mrs. Lester C. Wescott and children are
in Massachusetts Cor a brief visit with
their parents, E. U. Douglass and wife.

“The American people by a great plurality
t ave decided in favor of Mr. Wilson and the
t emocmtic party.
Like all good citizens, I
a ccept the result with entire good humor and
« ontentment.
As for the progressive cause.

George

on

of the

CANDIDATES.

114 25
4500
1400
14 00
4 13
85 SI

12 90
85 25
18 00
5 00
70 00
50 00
20 CO
45 00
46 00
23 50
8 50
2 80
5 00
81 48
14 80
6 18

Mor-Hs bowden.
Lawrence G Higgins,
W J Hamilton,
Harold V Moore,
Charles P Gatcbell.
Leo J Ward well,
John H Brown,
Orrin M Clement.
Edward G Moore,
H E Davis estate,
J H Donovan.
Frank R Moore.
M B Young,

flight.

having those that arejcaught returned
to the
address given on the
aluminum band placed on the bird’s leg.
In this way the habits of migration,
speed and direction of flight and other
facta are discovered. Storks have
given
the most striking results from
ringing.
Without exception, all atorka that have
been recovered in the first autumn after
ringing had traveled in a due southeasterly direction.
From Hungary to Palestine no ringed
birds have been procured, but from Palestine four have been returned, from Alexandria one. Blue Nile one, Victoria
Nyanra
one, and no fewer than seven from the
Transvaal, NsUl, Basutoland, etc., while

turns at the

and vicinity.

WS Moore.
Edw Haney,

un

ucugwiBtiu

birds and

1906

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, “gT

295*7

Perpcarccem,Woodbine Cemetery Asan,
Mrs H II Emerson.
Library,
Mary A Hodgkins,
CJ Treworgy,
Hnnbaugh A Browne.
R E Springer.
Suptof sells, Clara O Hopkins.

along the coast or in other places where
they are not usually found.
In Denmark and Germany ornithologists have been experimenting by ringing

5

2615

28

iu

Machined

Talking

Amount.
6 45 00
45 00

Fund.

or held back by storms or
fog that
birds obviously on passage are encountered

12
10
10
21
6

6

17

vvi

layed

21
38

31

4

■■

52

48

a

ACDOVSH so. •.
Xarn*.
Police,
Schuyler F Higgins,
Arthur !J Mitchell,
Michael J Drummey,
Poor,
Electric light. B H A C ft Power Co,

EDI80N

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OP ALL KINDS

—

56

61
83

4

heavy

which be

VICTOR and

The regular meeting of the city government last evening was a abort session with
little new business before the board. The
fall board waa present except Aid. Moor.
Holla of accounts ware passed an follows:

For instance, he pointed out that birds Text book sap,
D C Meath A Co,
on migration often flew
very high—probaGinn A Co.
bly as much as twelve thousand feet
E E Babb A Co,
(over two miles) above the ground. That
American Book Co,
they do fly at a great height bas been corPhonographic Institute Co,
Frances Drummey.
roborated by astronomers, who have seen
birds flying across the face of the moon at School house, Charles F. Card,
W Davis,
Arthur
a height of not less than one mile.
FB Aiken,
Gatke’s ideas on speed were probably
H F Weacott,
exaggerated, but only by a theory of a
A W Curtis.
tremendously swift flight at a high altiM E Holmes.
50 M
tude could he account for tbe fact that
Frank R Moore,
223 21
certain birds were never, or rarely, seen High school. C J Treworgy,
1 50
in the countries between their winter and
Freeman D Smith,
2 00
Edw G Moore,
87 85
summer
For instance,
be
quarters.
Vin Smith,
6 00
pointed out that the blue throat, which
FB
25 00
Aiken,
winters in Africa and breeds in ScandiFrank R Moore.
60 00
navia, is but rarely met with in any of the
Freeman D Smith,
150
School,
countries on the line of route
Italy,
Simeon Garland,
12 00
Greece, southern Germany.
6 65
C J Treworgy,

respect are almost entirely
weather conditions. In fact,
it may be said that tbs only migration
that can be actually seen is that which has
partially failed, for it is only when de-

25

32

into the sea and was drowned.
Then began the lone fight of Capt. Godfrey. All the afternoon he watched the
life-savers, bis strength slowly ebbing.
By night he had given up hope. Darkness
continued.

1* IA NOS

WIRES

STREET— ROLLS OF

ACCOUNTS.

vations in this

72
79
40

41

66

j

..

56

46
203
96
11
76

81

Rep.

The

night.
the following statement:
Africa.
Capt. Frederick Godfrey, of Miibridge,
“The return* insure the election of Gov.
was the only one on board saved, he being
Wilson to the presidency.
This means an
washed ashore clinging to wreckage.
of those obtained in
spring on
early change in the economic policy of the majority
The story of the wreck, as gleaned from government in reference to the tariff. If this the return journey returned to within a
the rescued captain, is a thrilling one. change can be made without
halting pros- few miles of their borne. As regards the
actual distance and age of some of these
Early Saturday morning the schooner perity, I sincerely hope it may be.
“The vote for Mr. Roosevelt, the third ringed birds, two of
The mate and five men
broke in two.
them, when nine
took to the boat, but were swamped and party candidate, and for Mr. Debs, the social- months old, were shot about 6,000 miles
ist
is
s
candidate,
warning that their pro- from their
drowned.
birthplaoe, and one young one
paganda in favor of fundamental changes in in autumn
traveled ever 400 miles in two
Capt. Godfrey’s determination to stand our constitutional
representative
government
by his vessel probably saved his life. has formidable
days.
support.
He and the steward clung to the wreck;
There is still one point left to be farther
“While the experiment of a change in the
about noon, the latter, either from ex- tariff is being carried out by the democratic investigated.
How do birds And their
haustion or from being driven insane, fell administration it behooves republicans again way? So far as we are aware,
only one ex-

£be mast

WANTS

COMPANY

ON CENTRAL

Between 1880 and 188T the British Association granted some money to a special
committee tor the study of migration, and
42
by means of schedules much information
was collected about the
38
birds that are
6
killed annually at coast lights. Although
88 many facts were thus
obtained, the obser-

ELLSWORTH.

STATEMENTS

fell and the

TELEPHONE

50

91

29

Schooner John Maxwell Lost.
The schooner John Maxwell, bound from
Norfolk to Savannah with
was
coal,
wrecked on Hatteras shoals last Friday

..

..

95

69
61

killed the cub and the yearling, but the
escaped, slightly wounded.

..

..

11
11
159
47
149
77
71
11

86

3

old bear

a.

15

2

com-

too much of

was

a.

..

22

Soc.
10
2

of the

£

..

39

Following is the official
worth by wards:

ardson notified

cub.

*

15
5
122
12
376
275
71
96
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Mr. Richpatch of woods.
some of the Waltham nimfor
a
bear hunt.
rods, who soon collected
In the small wood they found not one bear,
old
a
but three—an
one,
yearling and a

into

1

t

£

96

22

....

off

ran

S

15
125
87
180
64

..

over

three rods from the road.

£

18

■

Richardson,
Harbor,
Waltham ridge one day
10
in
o’clock
the forenoon,
recently, at
saw a bear under an apple tree only about
driving

>*

¥

£

Sullivan.
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Sorrento.
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Southwest Hbr
41
Swan's Island
10
Tremont.
12
Trenton.
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Verona.
6
Waltham
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Winter Har.
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No 83 Plan.
1
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Plan.
Long
No 8 Plan.
No 21 Plan.
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of bird life in America.
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of

protection
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mined.
As the
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BrooksviUe.
Castine.
Cran Isles.
Dedhsm.
Deer Isle.
56
East brook.
7
Eden
178
Ellsworth.
222
Franklin.
49
55
Gouldsboro.
Hancock....
56
Isle au Haut.
Lamoine.
26
Mariaville.
19
Mt Desert.
87
Orland.
44
Otis
Penobscot.
39
85
Sedgwick.
30
Surry

able.

was

o

26
5
58
37
87
27
87
26
3

Amherst.
Aurora.
Sluehill.
Brooklin.

Civil war he enlisted
badly wounded, but went to the

was

a

•
=s

the outbreak of the

front again

a
«

£
•o

long prominent citizen in the death of Stephen B. Wescott,
who was town clerk for over thirty years,
declining a re-election at the last town

and

—■

ahead of

un-

health.

526

Waltham. Roosevelt
Taft in twenty-three of the
thirty-five towns reported in the county.
Following is the unofficial vote of the

a

a

failing

709

thirty-five reported; Roosevelt carried
eight and Taft live, with Taft and Wilson

county will not have to blush
because of another “Sarah Ware Jmystery’
in the Surry murder case.

account of

not

of Taft.
twenty-one towns of the

Hancock

on

county,

with

Wilson carried

COUNTY GOSSIP.

meeting

Hancock

towns

over

votes ahead

then the next administration will be
one of undivided responsibility and
will stand or fall as such.

Cluebill has lost

ONLY

WITH

**

IN HANCOCK COUNTY.

four

from other

tice.

Wilson carried

gloriously succeeded.

Two murders within a week is the
enviable record of Hancock county.

SESSION

ROUTINE BUSINESS.

ROLL or

were

minds of naturalfirst msn to collect
accurate information was Uatke.
Living
on the little island of Heligoland, in direct
route of migration, and entirely devoted
to his subject, says s writer in the Strand
he was able to verify for himself many
facts which had, until then, escaped noists for centuries.

Wilson

by

Train.

flights

able to manage long
countries exercised tbe

MAINE.

carried

was

High.Foster

Miles

Kxpress

an

The problem of how small birds

close in several states.

is

Maine

Than

plurality over Roosevelt estimated this
divided morning by the Associated Press at about
2,500. Roosevelt ran about 8,000 ahead of

latter he has

SHORT

this state-

MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

2,352 republican party.

The Result.

the

be issued

time

Roosevelt sent the following
Gov. Wilson :

“The American people by a great plurality
conferred upon you the higheat honor
in their gift. I congratulate you thereon.**

The presidential election yesterday resulted in a sweeping victory for the democratic candidates, Wilson and Marshall.
This was due, of course, to the split in the

Tfce

Average for the year of 1911,

same

ment, Col.
telegram to

CITY MEETING.

have

American is 3.550 copies.

WEDNESDAY,

POOR THIRD—THE

A

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F W. Hollins. Editor and Manager,
w. H TiToa. Associate Editor.

This week’s

8EtX)ND, WITH TAFT

ROOSEVELT RUNS

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

have already ao
of the leader for
oonsequence. but
end triumph for
the well-being of

I

WILSON WINS.

ALICE
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Carta.
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THE SURRY MURDER.
PLEADS GUILTY

BOY

GOODWIN’

TO OUAItGE.
C tLCITLATK TO

DIDN’T

KILL

HIM,”

WAB It'S ONLY ADDITIONAL
BTATKMBNT.

•>I suppose I’m guilt/.”
With these words, Edwin Goodwin, the

bridge,

the

on

the

body afterward being

thrown over tbe
bridge.

MIRRINO WALLET FOUND.

The missing wallet carried
by Capt.
> ouug wna found
shortly after noon
Thursday on the bank of the stream a
short distance below the bridge. It was
empty.
Clothing worn by Goodwin on the night
of the murder has been sent to
for the purpose of
having

analyzed

stains

some

—

Kev. I*. A. A. KilUtn, of tbe Baptist
church, officiated at the funeral. Mr. and
Mrs. Killam sang two selections.
The
bearers were Capt. Daniel McKay, Clarence Lord, William Smith and Edward

Osgood.

-That ia, I don't know aa it’s murder; I
didn't calculate to kill him.”
There was nothing of bravado, yet
nothing of abject fear in his manner. It
was the simple admission o( a boy caught
doiug wrong, and who seemed to realise
something of the enormity of 'hit wrong.
There was a note of regret, almost of
pleading in hisHnal words: “I didn't calculate to kill him.”
Tboee in the

room

forgot for

a

moment

brutality of the crime in a feeling of
pity for this boy, standing before them
and quietly admitting the deed which has
tbe

cut off his

own

pletely

it has

young life almost as com- j
that of his victim.
The words of Judge Hall, remanding
him to jail to await tbe action of the grand
jury next April, broke the stillness, but
not until the boy was led away was the
tension which held all present relieved.
as

PLEA

SURPRISE.

A

The people of Trenton wish, through The
Amkricaiv, to express their deep gratitude to
R. H. Kittredge for his generous gifts from
time to time to the Baptist church in Trenton.

Mr.

Kittredge, one of Bar Harbor'a most
prominent and successful merchants, was
born and reared in Trenton, educated iu the
schools here, and trained in merchantilo
business in his father's store.
He was a
model young man.
Twelve years ago, in memory of his parents, he gave to the church here a beautiful
bell, and just now has given all the material
for painting the chnrch. In a kind message
sent with the shipment of paint, be said he
had never lost interest in oar little church.
If the world had more men with such respect for tbe memory of their parents, such
respect for tbe church to which they belonged, such respect for the people of their nalive town, and that finds expression in kindly
deeds and sacrifices, then life would be worth
the living among them.
For his gifts, so unselfishly given without
the thought of recompense, we can hear the
glad "well done" of the Master, who said:
"Inasmuch as ye did it unto these, ye did it
unto me."
Qmboa.
UKKWUOD.

Norris L. Moore bad
day this week.

sawing bee

a

one

The plea of guilty came as a surprise to
No
the officers and county-attorney.

tfJohn Tourtelotte is driving team for
Martin A. Garland.

pressure had been brought to bear upon
tbe boy to confess, and he had been
allowed to maintain silence during bis de-

John K. Moore is working on biy
barn, getting the frame together.

county-attorney had
web of circumstantial

While tbe

tention.

pieced together

a

evidence which he felt

was

sure

sufficient

to convict the young man, he was naturally relieved at the confession of guilt.

It is a record achievement for Hancock
county, if not for Maine, in a murder investigation, starting with a case that was
opt at

the

murder.

first

clearly

recognized

as

Deputy-Sheriff Stuart, who deon auspicion, deserves no

C.

A.

caught

proud

a

fox

of

a new

ride.

H. Garland and wife made

Bar

Harbor last week.

acted

as

a

trip

to

Clarence Garland

housekeeper during

their ab-

sence.

George Garland raised 300 bushels qf
turnips. John R. Moore holds the record
Officer Stuart, who was in charge at the so far for the largest individual turnip,
jail in the temporary absence of Sheriff w hich weighed over seventeen pounds.
Jellison, went to Surry early Wednesday
Sympathy is extended by all to Mrs.
morning following the finding of Oapt. William Brown, of Livermore Falls, forYoung’s body. His suspicions at once merly Miss Mary A. Garland, of Lakefastened upon tbe Goodwin boy, who,
wood, in the critical illness of her husdressed in his best clothes, was preparing
band.
tained Goodwin

small share of the credit.

to leave
worth

on

town, and did leave for
the Bluebill stage.

With little

more

than

his

Ells-

suspicion

to

upon, Deputy-Sheriff Stuart raced
after the boy in an automobile,and headed
him off at the Ellsworth railroad station
act

just after he had bought a ticket for Bangor. A search of the boy disclosing |24,
most of which was hidden in his stockings,
strengthened the suspicion against mm.
All this was done even before the
autopsy and coroner’s inquest had dedeclared Capt. Young s victim of murder.

Jelliaon, who hurried from a
hunting trip at Otis, and County-Attorney
Sheriff

Graham began work on the case Wednesday afternoon, and soon wove about the
suspected young man a chain of circumstantial evidence that justified his arrest
immediately after the finding of the
coroner’s jury.
Goodwin is a stout young fellow, who
looks fully his age of seventeen years. He
has been brought up in the family of
Luther Goodwin, of Surry, though not
related, and has always gone by the name
of Goodwin.
«
THE AUTOPSY.

Medical-Examiner Elmer J. Morrison
conducted the autopsy on the body of
Capt. Young Wednesday afternoon. The
examination disclosed a double fracture
of the skull beneath tbe slight scalp
wound. One fracture ran from an inch or
two above the forehead backward about
inches, and another fracture about
four inches long crossed this. There was
no
water in the lnngs. The autopsy
strengthened tbe murder theory.
three

COBONER’S INQUEST.
Coroner L. W. Jordan, of Ellsworth
who was first called in the ease, on account of other engagements turned the
further investigation over to Coroner D.
L. Fields, of Ellsworth.
Coroner Fields summoned the following
jury Wednesday afternoon: Daniel W.
McKay, foreman*, Holbrook H. Harden,

Tuesday evening, Oct 29, Rev. P. A. A.
Killam held services in the chapel. A
large congregation enjoyed the interesting
services. Tuesday evening, Nov. 12, if
weather conditions permit, Mr. Killam
w ill hold services again.
NIOOLIN.

Evelyn DeWitt spent
with relatives in

a

part

of

last week

Bangor.

McGown and wife, of West
Franklin, visited relatives here recently.
Helen King is visiting relatives at Bar
Watson

Harbor.

The ladies' aid society will meet
day at the church to clean it.

the

of the oil-tank

tive.

There was a mixture of gasoline
air—“hot air,” some of it—and the
very atmosphere became explosive.
As the discussion waxed

warm, politics,
cuss words were

personalities and a few
indulged in. Even mild-mannered Prof.
Knight lost his temper for a moment
under Attorney Stuart’s method of crossexamination, and refused to answer what
he characterized in scientific terms as
“dampbool questions”, declaring that he
“did not come here to be made a monkey
of”.

Even the electric lights flared up and
went out. M. 8. Smith, the Diogenes of
the occasion, turned his lantern to more
purpose than seeking for an
honest man, and by a strange irony of fate,
Standard oil furnished light for part of
practical

Luther
here

Nason,

the

evening, three

separate heated discussions were going
on at one time, while The American reporter, in pitch darkness, waB trying to
take notes of all threw. He may be par-

doned, therefore,
pear in

if any

inaccuracies ap-

this report.

Stripped of legal and
politics, personalities

technical
and

verbiage,

words,
meeting which
cuss

the substance of a
lasted about three hours.
It was a special meeting, called for a
hearing on petition of M. 8. Smith and
twenty-four others, residents and property-owners in ward 1, for the removal
of the oil and gasoline tanks erected by
the Standard Oil Co. on High street,
which the petitioners declared a nuisance, a damage to property and a menace to life and property.
Aldermen present, Eldndge, Gnndal
here is

Richardson; Mayor CanningGeorge B. Stuart appresiding.
peared as counsel for the petitioners and

of

The Mutual Life

Forrest Moore was at home from Bar
Harbor over Sunday.
Mrs. Chelsea Piper,

visiting

her

daughtet,

Frank Moore made

of
Mrs.

Eastbrook,

is

Arthur Nason.

Excess of

a

daughters.

RICHARDSON—At Township No 28, Oct 16, to
Mr and Mrs Merle Richardson, a daughter.
TREADWELL—At Amherst, Oct28, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Treadwell, a son.
WILLIAMS—At Bluebill, Oct 31, to Mr and
Mrs Edward G Williams, a daughter.

MARRIED.

§15,146,685.72
IS YOUR FAMILY PROTECTED?
Create a sinking fund for yourself and family for a time
in life when you may need it.
Protect your family from
If you would like to know, withany chance of pauperism.
out committing yourself, fill out these blank spaces and mail
to Fkei> L. Kent, special agent, Ellsworth, Me.
My full

Address

qualities of gasoline.
petition was read, and Mr. Stuart
presented the side of the petitioners,
arguing that the tanks were a nuisance, a
damage to property, and a source of danger in case of fire, which would sweep out
of existence a large part of the city. He
also argued that the erection of the tanks
the nature and

The

where they are was a violation of a city
ordinance passed in 1883 regarding the
storage of explosives.
M. S. Smith read letters from several
owners of property in the vicinity of the
tanks, who lived in constant dread of
catastrophe, or who had moved away be-

I.

danger

of the

menaced

which

they

believed

those living in the vicinity of

day of

tlie

a

clause

of garages in New York,
that the insurance companies

gasoline

the

considered

special

a

risk.

showing the stringent regulations of New York city regarding the storage and use of gasoline.
Mr. Peters, after outlining the history
He also read extracts

of the erection of the tanks and the previous hearing, argued that the city government did not have jurisdiction in the

If the tanks were a nuisance
under the general statute, action must be
through the supreme court. If a violamust be
tion of a city ordinance, it

i

Why not submit a PROPOSAL for carrying the mail on a Star Route?^,
We have the proper application blanks and will, FREE OF CHARGE,
assist you in filing same with the government.
WE CAN FURNISH THE NECESSARY BONDS with a Guaranty
Company, of unquestioned strength, as surety,

the

municipal

court.

admit, however, that it
the

ordinance,

as

was a

gasoline

was

'Vr.

BOSTON

COMMISSION MERCHANT

ing

would

place you

under.

We can ALSO insure your premises against FIRE. We represent
the largest and strongest companies in the world.
Call and see us if contemplating any kind of insurance; we have it.

Chas. C.
16 State

St.,

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,
Augupta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.
WE

WAINT

violation of

IMMEDIATE RETURNS.

practically

—

stop
gasoline, stop every
automobile and every motor boat. He
the
thought
only remedy the city government might have would be to pass a new
ordinance, governing all similar cases.
Prof. Knight testified that gasoline was
not an explosive but a combustible. It

Get on the Safe; Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi-

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property

owners will

W. W. Benjamin,

Fire
_with

Robert Sweeney and wife were called to
Jacksonville last week by the death of
Mrs. Sweeney's father, Mr. Gooch.

The onion sewing circle will meet Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Jenness Mc_

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

became

with

a

Insurance
E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

Boston, Mass.
YOUR

SHIP

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to
Chapin Brothers,

Boston, Mass.

sell Your

POULTRY and EGGS Wanted

spark applied to the liquid,
practically impossible to put

and
be

out.

^FINGERS=|

definite

under discussion. No air could get into
the tanks, and if fire was applied to the
safety valve on the top of the tank, it
would simply burn as a jet of flame. If a
very hot fire was built under the tank,
and the safety valve plugged, the tank
might blow up, just as a steam boiler
would blow up uuder similar circumHe admittted that if the tank
stances.
should be ruptured by a derailed train,
a

This

danger,

as

well

as

the

fire

HALL & COLE,

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

!

cock to

Sophia Dodge
care

for her

has gone to Han-

aunt, Mrs. Veanna

Specialties.
weekly market report.
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.
Send for stencils and

Dr..»d

suggested

Ship To
BURR
&
Boston, Mass.

would naturally
the ground, and would not rup-

Stencils and Cards Furnisbed.

I—.

York.

returned home,
after visiting her daughter, Mrs. Dora
Conant, in Dedham, Mass.
Mrs. Henry Frazier, who has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Chaney Sadler, has
returned to her home in Winter Harbor.
Mrs.

Mary Betts

CO.,

David Closson and daughter
Mrs.
Frances have gone to Winter Harbor to
visit Mrs. E. H. Norris.
BEECH HILL.

Miss Elizabeth Taylor, of Northeast
Elwin D. Smith, Clarence Lord, George
Harbor, is visiting her mother, Mrs. HerCousins and Charles Cunningham.
bert Gaiter.
The inquest was held at the town hall
Mrs. Guy Lunt and two children are
Thursday forenoon. The jury found that
Lunt’a parents, Nathan
Capt. Young met his death at the hands of visaing Mrs.
some person unknown, by a blow on the Cousins and wife, at North Jay.
K.
Nov. 4.
Jtand with seme blunt instrument, while

Utterly Wretched
Nervous Prostration Long Endured
Before Remedy wee Found.
Mis3 Minerva Remlnger, Upper Bern,
Pa., writes: “For several years I had
nervous prostration, and was utterly
wretched. I lived on bread and beef
tea because my stomach would not re*
I took many remtain anything else.
edies. but obtained no relief until I
took Hood's Sarsaparilla, when I began
to gain at once. Am now cured."
Pure, rich blood makes good, strong
nerves, and this la why Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which purifies and enriches the
blood, cures so many nervous diseases.
Get It today in usual liquid form or

chocolated tablets called Sirtatabs.

will enable you to do so quickly.
Capable business men and women
teach you real modern business
practice. Merchants and manufacturers need trained assistants.
Write for our free Catalog.
If possible, call at our office—let 7\
*
us show you through the School.

^
II

Hay and Straw
WANTED

aiJbtrtisnnnttB.

BUSINESS

BOOKKEEPING

ture the tank.

has

|

STENOGRAPHY

APPLES
POULTRY

S.

Much general discussion as to explosive
or combustible qualities of gasoline foi-

fingers.

our

tank to
Mrs.

a bank account in your
We help you to train
them for dollars.
Don’t bury yourself in some
shop or obscure place where
there’s no “future.” Get close to
the successful men of business.
Our courses in

There’s

|

danger in case of lightning, he considered
extremely remote. The lightning, he said,
follow the outside of the

YOUNG MAN-

YOUNG WOMAN—

Fruit and Prodace Commission Merchants

it would
the

Insurance, Real Estate.

be protected from fire by placing their

when mixed

an

Ellsworth, Me.

....

gVeals and Lambs

Potatoes and Apples.

the sale of

would

Burrill&Son,

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

WANT

He did not

unknown when that ordinance w^as passed,
and did not come under the general terms
of the ordinance as an “explosive”. If it
was covered by the ordinance, and the
ordinance was enforced, Mr. Peters said it
it
would stop business in Ellsworth

i

It will cost you little and you avoid the embarrassment ot asking a friend
to sign such bonds and you escape the obligation to him that his sign-

matter.

through

55*

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading bouses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

attached to insur-

policies

1

VLtil""!--—...1.

_

He also read
ance

'■

on

Carrying U. S. Mail

DIED.

CommtBBion fJUrctjantB.

State.---!_

rown...

ham

plain

..

van.

CONARY—At Deer Isle. Oct 27, Roy C Conary,
aged 15 years, 8 mouths.
GRAY—At Deer Isle, Oct 24, William C Gray,
aged 79 years, 7 months. 28 days.
HOWARD—At Deer Isle, Oct 22, George D
Howard, aged 56 years, 10 months, 16 days.
MURC7H—At National Soldiers’ Home, Togus,
Nov 6. Nahum Murch, of Ellsworth, aged 71
years, 10 months, 9 days.
8TICKNEY—At Amherst, Nov 2, Gertrude E,
daughter of Mr and Mrs George Stickney,
aged 4 years, 6 months.
WOOD-At mnehill,
Oct 27,
Emma J,
wife of Henry H Wood, aged 59 years, 8
months. 15 days.

is

..-..'.....

Occupation

WEEKS—CHE8TER—At Castine. Oct 30, by
Rev Walter C Pierce, assisted by Rev George
W Paterson, Miss Elizabeth M Weeks to
Charles L Chester, both of Castine.

Heath and

John A. Peters for the Standard Oil Co.
Prof. Ora W. Knight, of Portland, State assayer, appeared as chemical expert to ex-

name

[ was bom

GRAY—GRAY-At Bluehill. Oct 81, by Rev
Charles Hargrove, Mrs Ruby E Gray, of
Bluehill, to Harry I Gray, of South Brooksville.
SMITH—TRACY-At North Sullivan, Nov. 2,
by Rev Edward F Wood, Bertha A Smith,
of Columbia, to Edward F Tracy, of Sulli-

*

APPORTIONED FOR DIVIDENDS IN 1912:

—

BORN.

#1,771,542.93

Receipts,

over

$13,631,857.73

MARINE LIST.

POWERS—At Deer Isle. Oct 27, to Mr and
Mrs Edward Powers, a son.
RICHARDSON-At Hancock, Oct 12, to Mr
and Mrs
Everett W
Richardson, twin

Payments

PAID DIVIDENDS IN 1911:

Otter Creek for the winter.

Hancock County Porta.
West Sullivan
Ar Nov 1, Lehigh Valley
Barge No 787, Augusta
Hid Nov 2, sch Georgietta, Boston
Sid Nov 3. sch Wawenock, N Y
Sid Nov 5, sch Caroline Gray, New York
Franklin—Sid Nov 6, sch Helen 8 Barnes,
Bar Harbor

#57,353.720.13
55,582,183.20

Paid TO Pollcyliolders In 1911,
Received FROM Policyholders in 1911,

trip to Bar Harbor
by team Friday, returning Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Moore has closed her house,
and gone to

Company, of New York

Insurance

Bangor, spent Sunday

with relatives.

hearing.
during

of

NORTH BLhSWORTH.

hearing

and

time

move

place

a

aldermen’s

last Friday evening would certainly have
pronounced it so with a decided affirma-

one

street to

Then the meeting adjourned.

gasoline explosive?
Anyone dropping into
in the midst

High

safety.

Is

room

notify the Standard Oil Co. to

s nun 6

“Pre-eniineirce in Benefits to Policyholders”
The Watchword.

explosive only
WESTON-THURSTON CO.,
quantity of air, when it was
but
a
mixture.
no longer gasoline,
gasoline
New Faneuil Hall Market-Boston
He thought such conditions were practito
at
the
tanks
obtain
Thurs- cally impossible

Harry Maddocks, station agent at
Brewer, with his wife, visited his grandmother, Mrs. Mary Maddocks, recently.
Whitfield Grass and wife, of Hancock,
spent Saturday and Sunday with Lyman
DeWitt and wife.

Gown.

to

the tanks from

MATTER?

TION IN THE

showing

boy of only nine
recently, and now he

a

possessor

THE REMOVAL OP

anbcrt

lowed the discussion, st times waxing exceedingly warm, as intimated in the
opening of this report.
Finally, on motion of Aid. Richardson,
seconded by Aid. Heath, it was unanimously
Voted, That the city clerk be instructed |

the tanks.

L. McFarland and wife, of Trenton,
Mrs. McFarland’s aged mother

years,
is the

HEARING DE-

TANKS—HAVE THEY JURISDIC-

cause
new'

visited

Hunday.
Shirley Sargent,

ORDER

ALDERMEN

At

People of Trenton Baptist Church
Thank R. H. Klttredge.
R. H. Kittredge, of Bar Harbor, has been
Judge Hall explained to him the nature
ol the arraignment —that there was to be a generous contributor to tbe Baptist
church at Trenton. His generosity is
no trial at this time, and with the exception of pleading he had a right to keep greatly appreciated by the people of the
He waa then told to stand, and community, as is indicated in the followsilent.
Judge Hall asked in the usual form: -‘Are ing letter to The American :

tatingly:

TANK

CIDEDLY WARM.

the

APPRECIATE GENEROSITY.

under.

you guilty, or not guilty?”
‘‘I suppose I’m guilty.”
The reply was a complete surprise. It
was a dramatic moment, the tragedy of
which was felt by all preaent. There wes
• deathly silence, broken in a moment by
Goodwin bimeeif, who added, more hesi-

GASOLINE

Brunswick

supposed to be blood. The countyattorney will of coarse complete the
seventeen-yenr-old Sorry boy, cleared up preparation of evidence in the
case for use
as to the manner in which
in event that Goodwin retracts his
Ibe last <!<>ubt
plea of
Cpi. Harry C. Young, of Surry, met his guilty next April and insists upon trial,
as he has a
right to do.
des<h
D. E. Hurley, of Ellsworth, has been
It was his response to Judge Hall when
employed as counsel for Goodwin. Mr.
arraigned In a warrant charging him with Hurley said this
morning that he would
murder, in the tertne of the eteiute, at take steps immediately to have Goodwin
committed to the Maine insane asylum for
jjo o'clock last Thursday afternoon.
The compiiint was made by Sheriff Jel- examination aj to bis sanity.
FUNERAL OF CAPT. YOUNG.
lisou. Go stwin was brought from his
The funeral of Capt. Young Friday afcell, where he had been (retained since
Wednesday forenoon, arraigned in the ternoon at the home was largely attended.
little room used aa the Jail office. There A delegation from Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.,
of Ellsworth,
were only a half dosen persons present
attended, and conducted
Judge Hall, Sheriff Jelliaon, Deputy- service at the grave.
Sheriff Stuart, County-Attorney Graham,
H. H. Harden, of Surry, and a representative ol Tub American.
Goodwin, seated in a chair facing Judge
Hall and the little circle of spectators,
crossed Hr-t one loot and then the other
above bis knee, and played nervously with
his low button shoes and bie ankles.
This, and a slight pallor, were ,tbe outward signs ot the nervous strum be was

EXPLOSIVE MEETING.

11

W. J. PHELPS,
Chamber of Commerce, Boston.
Reference:

Beacon Trust Co.

Shaw Business College,
Bangor,
Maine

J

THE—

tUrtjtrttsrrunit*,

CLARION.

(^^DOUBlf THf WEAR WHERE THE WLARCOHES

Whether it’s

a

range or a fur-

nace—if it is a “Clanou”, it is
KLLSWOKTH

Sftam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO PAT. MO WAI1II."
All tlnde of laundry work done at ebon notice.
Qoode called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTKY * CO.
Ellawortb, Me
BMey Building, State Bt.

sure

Made

to meet every

by

the Wood

Bangor.

J. P.

requirement.
Bishop Co.,

Sold by

ELD1UDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS.

Guy \oung
painted and

MT. DESERT.
Mrs. Ida Leland and son Lewis are visiting Rev. E. A. Jenkins and wife in

S. E. Gould is

28._H.

Arnold,
Brookline, Mass., purchased
last spring, is being painted by George
of

j

Knox.

Capt. Fred H. Pray, of steamer Mohawk, and Capt. W. 9. Brown, of the Boston Floating Hospital, arrived home Saturday from Boston fora vacation.
District

Mrs.

Deputy Grand Matron
Dinsmore, of Auburn, visited

Desert chapter, O. E. 9., Thursday

ing

inspection.

good

A

Mt.
was
were

j

j
|

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Mt. Desert chapter, O.
9.,
following resolutions:

the

a

barn.

The

visiting
Brewer,

adopted j

in

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
K. H. Kimball has returned from Bos-

Mrs. Nellie Brackett, wio has been employed at W. T. Coggins’, went Saturday
to North Hancock, where she will spend a
re-

turning

W.

Oct. 28.

Bruce and

wife

entertained at j

__

LAMCINE.

of husband.
R’hereas, Death haa entered our circle and
taken from among as lister Mary Walker,
A p*rty of ladies enjoyed an automobile j
Miss Jennie Hodgkins is visiting in Bar
Resolved. That we hereby give expression j Harbor.
ride to Gouldsboro Point Oct. 28 to help'
to the respect, good-will and affection which |
Mrs. George Shaw celebrate her birthday.
Mrs. Charles Hodgkins made a business
we have for our deceased sister.
The day was much enjoyed. Mrs. Ira
Resolved, That her earnest and faithful i trip to Bangor last week.
Workman. Mrs. J. W. Cole, Mrs. Erne jin*
work in ihe church. Sunday-school, and
The Cold Spring Water Co. has installed
Robinson, Mrs. Frank Wakefield and son
young people's societies were of great value a new windmill and pump.
Frederick were the guests.
to the whole community, and that we deeply
has
work
Peter
Olsen
finished
at
East
feel the loss which has come to us through I
F. P. Joy received news last week of the
!
and
has
in
to
work
the
Lamoine,
gone
her death.
death of his son-in-law, Ernest Fields, of
woods
for
the
winter.
Resolved, That her cheerful and kind words
West Paris.
Mr. Fields married Emily
and deeds were an inspiration to all of us. and 1
George Ray and family have gone to Joy twenty*five or more years ago, and
that her noble Christian life was an example
j Brewer, where he will be employed this ! had from time to time viaited here, where
well worthy of our imitation.
winter in the pulp mill.
he made many friends. The widow and
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt
Mias Grant, of Cherry field, who was I children have many sympathising friends
sympathy to the bereaved family and that our
charter be draped in mourning for a period of called home by the illness of her mother, here.
thirty days, and that a copy be sent to the has returned. School reopens to-day.
A party from here were dinner guests of
family and a copy sent to The Ellsworth
Nov. 4.
R. H.
the James A. Hills, of West Gouldsboro,
American for publication.
on Wednesday.
W. F. Bruce and wife,
Flora A. Grisdlk.
WEST FRANKLIN.
Emily Smith.
Capt. Deasy and wife, Capt. George W.
James M. Clark shot a deer at the Da via
Charles G. Bordeaux,
Allen and wife, Miss Vida Cleaves and Mr.
place Friday.
Committee.
Giilanders, of Boston, were among the
Watson McGown and crew returned guests. E. W. Cleaves and wife and E. P.
~
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
from Carmel Saturday.
Cole and wife were unable to accept on
Annie Bunker recently spent a week at
Alden Ryder is reshingling his house account of illness in the family. The
her home in Gouldsboro.
and
other
with the hos-

j

j

j

repairs.
Mrs. George Springer, who has
guest
quite ill the past week, is improving.
making

Bickford, of Steuben,
of Charles Preble Sunday.
Van

Gray
daughter

A. S.
his

has returned

was

from

a

a

visit to

a

was a

land, where she went for

an

NORTH LAMOINE.

operation.

A.

Bar

services

of the

Liberal

beach,

Christian

Thursday evening

short and

address.

F. Wood will organize a young
Sunday afternoon. A
cordial invitation is extended to all. E.
L. Linscott will teach the younger class of
Rev. E.

men’s class next

boys.

Sunday

school

commences

at

2

W'ailace,

Christine
is

H.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

J. Y. S urling is ill of bronchitis.
Miss Vincie Banker is employed
at
George Hadlock’s, at Islesford.
Mrs.

Mrs.

Hamor and Mrs. Emma
few* days last w*eek in Bar

George

Bjrlem spent
Harbor.

R.

a

Mrs. Herman Bracy and two children,
of Seal Harbor, were guests of Mrs. Gilbert Rose brook last week.
Several of the primary and grammar
pupils and both teachers spent Friday at
Islesford visiting school and having a

picnic.
Mrs. Clara Spurling, who is in poor
health, left for Portland Monday to consult a specialist. Mrs. Cora Richardson

<

the winter.

L. Gray raised four squashes which
aggregated 101 >4 pounds, the heaviest
weighing twenty-seven pounds.
Nov. 4.
Y.
A.

Young,

Portsmouth, is visiting

of

here.

Andy Partridge

working for Arthur

is

Kief.
Mrs.

A. M. Carter is

visiting Mrs. E. K.

Baker in Bangor.
May Moore is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Harvey Peasley.
Mi»s

Chester, with his bride, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Tnbou.
C. A. Penney and wife spent Saturday
and Sunday at Arno Bowden’s in North
Charles

Sullivan.

Nov. 4.

E.
OAK POINT.

Palmer Seavey is at home, and is doing
some

repairing

on

his house.

Mrs. A. H. Grindle and family have
turned to their home in Bar Harbor.

Rice left Monday for New York to
join the yacht Hobo as engineer. She w ill
be brought to Islesford aB soon as her new

Harbor, after spending
her sister, Mrs. Ladd.
Kalph Leland'a sister,

engine

is installed.

MacDonald has been here this
week putting the Sunbeam in readiness
Rev. A. P.

for

Saturday evening in the
showed pictures of the mis-

winter.

church he
sionary work to
Nov. 4.

a

good-sized audience.
Rooney.

Mrs. Grace Mitchell is visiting in Bar
Harbor.

Mrs. Medora A. Bunker is in Bar Harbor for

a

visit of two weeks.

Mrs. George H. Welch, of East Franklin,
visited Mrs.

Nancy

Jennie Foss,
Hancock, is visiting
sister, Mrs. Sadie McDonald.

Mrs.
her

Ash last week.
of

lodge, K. of P., will work
the rank of esquire Tuesday evening.
Dunbar Bros, started some pavingcutters on the Sweeney Hill quarry last
M. L. Stevens

two weeks

with

Noonan,

Noonan was eighty-two years old on
8, last, and is remarkable for the nice

needle work which she is

The correspondent
her handiwork
handmade

saw

now

recently

—

—

an

a

doilies, jabots,
in

solid and

exhibition

much

younger per-

Nov. 2.

Mrs. Minnie Hardison gave
[or the benefit of the

an

ioe-cream

Saturday evening,

Methodist church.

The supper and ice-cream sale at the
?ree Baptist church Tuesday evening was
veil attended. A good sum was realized.
Nov. 4.
B.

of this

Nov. 4.

Dxrioo.

Everett Smith, wife and daughter Einwere guests of relatives in Columhia

R.

SEAWALL.
Miss Nina Newman is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Henry Spurling.
Lewis Newman and son Rodney have
•one to Med field, Maas., for the winter.
T. E. D.
Oct. ».

EGYPT.
Newell Hardieon ia quite poorly.
Mrs. J. M. Hardison ia improving.

George Linscott

is

home from Bar Har-

Harbor.
Nov.

Bar

4._X.
EASTBKOOK.

Trenton last

went to

| or.

P.

from the Point
Main street.

house
cards

spent

the

B. F.

Jordan,

for

May.

home

new

re-

on

a

B^^nettcr
^^you
k

Sjj^k

liam Tell

wlini you
order Hour.
Just as good for

Wmm^r
1
R

^k

5

BHBk

specify W'il-

^B|§
RR

^3

cake and biscuits and
pastry and a’l the re t
i)f
t*

*

rut

t

mSB^r Tell

..

1

e-

W-.diam
is milled by

k from

special

^k

BANISHES INDIGESTION

BB

Sourm-as, F'uilness, Ik-Irlilng, nn>l all
Stomach

^^^R

s

Saturday night. Dancing and
enjoyed by all. At 11 o’clock,

Edwin Carman
and
daughter
are in Boston for two weeks.

Mrs.

Christie

Richard Smith

Mrs.

Monday to
nan Bray.

visit her

went

to

Boston

daughter, Mrs. Gil-

Bartlett family, who have occupied
Richard Smith’s house through the
mmmer, have moved to Vinal Haven.
Mrs. Joeeph Thurston, who has spent
The

Mrs.

teveral

weeks

with

her

Warren, left Monday
Cambridge, Maas.

SUTTON.

brother, C. C.

for

her home in

Nov. 1.

Lawrence Bunker leaves Monday for Eau
Claire, Wis., to enter a business college.

in

trouble to-day.

a box and t"ok
two and then let the rest stand,
forgotten, in the cupboard.
Make uo mistake; if you will take
Ml-O-JTA Stomach Tablets regu'.irlr
you can forever end all st >tnach
". n?
a stomach as
misery and have
the
and vigorous and as able to dlge
in
heartiest meal as the best atom,

Perhaps you bought

one or

MH1TCOMK, HAIMSS • CO.
C. W. <iR|M>A'..

CATARRH

few weeks.

Stinson is with Mrs. Daniel Fifleld
West Stonington for a few weeks.

Misery Disappear

Five Minutes.
not
‘Tried them all," yon say, "ai
one cured?”
Well, you haven’t '.rwl
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets or you
would not be bothered with stomach

were

SPEC.

Druggist,

MI-O-NA

^BR
^B

process

Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
and finest

Long Life.

Ellsworth, Me.

«'\tr

cause

a

Geo. A. Farther,

tgE£||f|i&

th.it

r.aii.c.jfl^k »’••air
All
jflB^k tious.

our

Caeeie Stinson is in Prospect Harbor, the
fnest of her aunt, Mrs. Lydia Welch.

8.

•
America.
If you suffer from Indigestion. Dysmpepsia, Gastritis, Catarrh of the
sch. or any Stomach Misery. <1 V
[‘archer is authorised to refund your
money if you are dissatisfied with the
results
MI-D-VV
from
obtained

SUFFERERS
ASTONISHED
HoothVHYOMKI,

the Soothing, Heal,
lug. Genu-Destroying Air, Give*

Price 50 cents.

Instant Relief.

YOUR EMPLOYE

If you already own aHYOMEI hard
rubber inhaler you cau get a bottle of
1“
If ho drink*, have * talk with hint
o Utkc t hraw day • oil *ud undergo tho t
HYOMKI for only 50c.
The complete
'<•)(•
h
hat
will
make
a
man
of
him
and
fiv«
outfit, which includes inhaler, is $1.00,
i11
vinwt«<ry oiwt more. You know ho m
; and is sold by G. A, Parcher on moneyIrink or you will have to dUrlmric*- him. *<>'1
back plan.
v
hat it a hard thing for you both. Tost *
With every bottle of HYOMEI
>ur
Three- Day*,** a buaiu*** man's tri.- >1017.
come* a small
booklet. This book It U free. Let u* prove to you that tho
tells how easy and simple it is to kill
Catarrh germs and end Catarrh by
just breathing into the lungs over the
Catarrh -infected membrane the powerful yet pleasant antiseptic air of
an be
overcome
by the NEAL 3-DA*
Eucalyptus from the inland forests of ritKATMENT.
No hypodermic* u*ed K^eulte
Australia. This book tells about the
phone
b*olutely certain. Call upon, address
HYOMEI vapor treatment for stub- rhe Neal Institute. <WV Eksaaant Avenue,
born Catarrh, Croup, heavy Colds and J 'ortland. Me. TaL 4*16.
Sore Throat, and other interesting
t)rug Habits Specially Treated
*•

*•

DRINK HABIT

■

PARTRIDGE COVE.

from

William Small and wife, of Bar Harbor,
at William Emery’s
Saturday night.

facts.

rere

William Emery, Jr., and Miss
Maxfleld,
Bar Harbor, spent the week-end at
William Emery’s.
>f

About

twenty

neighbors

evening
pent Saturday
^mery’s. A pleasant time
)ake and coffee were served.
Nov. 4.

and
at
was

friends
William

enjoyed.

Hubbard.

A

short visit to
Oreat Cranberry lale this week te see her
aunts, Mrs. Seth Rice and Mrs. Willard

James N. Emery, of Bar Harbor, has
mrchaaed from the heirs of the late FredI rick Moore, of Ellsworth, the Moore’s
joint property at the head of Partridgecove.
rhe property
comprises about 100 acres, the
arger part wooded, and with nearly a

Spurling.

|

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Lefciie
K. Banker Oet. 25. Although the mother
is suffering from whooping ooagh, they are

each

loaf than
have evermade
before—vours if
you will only

Annie
it

community.

to-day

family.

StJbrrnstmniU*

El bridge Shepherd and family will go to
North Haven for the winter.

—

home

Bar Harbor, spent part

Nov. 4.

SOVTH DEER ISLE.
Lena Dow is with Mrs. Lyman Stinson

operation,
Friday morning. The
brought home Saturday. Serheld Sunday at the Baptist

is

to their

Nov. 4.

her

Banker

of

of last week with his

In
On

ruesday night.

day with relatives

Nov. 2.

For

supper, consisting of lobster and clam
stew, doughnuts and coffee, was served.
The company will give a
social dance

Mrs. Hammond leavea a husband
Sybil, Ernest and
Nina, who have the sympathy of all. She
was a faithful and conscientious member
of Scboodic grange, P. of H., where she
will be much missed, sa well as in the entire

credit

Mrs. Grafton Pinkham and children,
who have been visiting relatives in Ellsworth, are home.
Seal Harbor
dedicated ber new fire

occurred
were

a

Percy Billings has gone to Bangor,
employment for the winter.
Gapt. K. L. Dodge has moved bis family

Mrs. Fred Tracy and son Philip, of West
Gouldsboro, spent Friday with Mrs.
Tracy's daughter, Mrs. Clinton Tracy.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Georgia
Holt and daughter Qrace, of West Goulds-

was

is

day,

where he has

Guptill is employed at the store
of M. Torry, his former clerk, Fran* Gerrisb, having accepted a position in Bangor,
for w hich place he left last week.
The steamer Clarence B. Mitchell, used in
the sardine industry at Prospect Harbor,
has been brought here for the winter and
moored at the steamer Mascot’s
mooring.
Capt. Welch and Engineer Gilley are getting her in readiness for the winter.

rally

of work which

same

Maurice Marshall and John Bagley
Friday from • hunting trip.

William

boro,
here.

piece

nile of shore

reet! ve

coves.

j

This is the prescription for a long
life given by an old gentleman in Connecticut. who Is ninety-nine year- oil
and still well and- cheorful.
Live
temperately, be slow to anger, don't
worry, take plenty of exercise In the
fresh air, and, above all, keep cheerful."
Should the system get run downdigestive organs weak—the blood thin
and sluggish, take Vlnol. which U a
delicious combination of the medicine
—body-building properties of -od3’
livers, with the useless greaa- eliminated and tonic Iron added. We regard Vlnol as one of the greatest
body-builders and strength-creators la
the world for aged people.
Mrs. Mary Ivey, of Columbus. Ga.,
Bays: "If people only knew the good
Vlnol does old people, you would tie
unable to supply the demand. It Is
the finest tonic and strength cr ator
I ever used.”
We wish every feeble old person
this
In
vicinity would try
Vlnol on onr agreement to return their
money If It fall* to give satisfaction.
If you have any skin trouP. S.
ble try Saxo Salve. Wo guarantee It.

in town last week.

match at the stable the
a

n

otber.

M.

Kingman

front, including

several st-

CA8T1NE.

At the annual meeting of the American
league bald at Portland Oct.
! chtwl peace
doing finely.
i?0*’ A' F. Ricberdson, principal of
Frank H. Jordan was home from Bath
Mrs. M. E. Moore left Monday to visit
Mrs. May Stanley has returned from I he Oaatine normal echool, wee elected one
f or the week-end.
her aonlfarbeQ
Northeast Harbor, leaving bar mother 1 if the vice-president*.
a| W inter Hill, Maas.
Mrs. George Jordan left last week to with her sister, Laura Donnell, while abe
Mrs. Sadie LaCount left Monday for
For co Ida tn throat or cheat one
Somerville. Mass., and Westfield on her s isit relatives in New Jersey.
gets n»d*to leave for her winter home in
Nov. 4.
M.
way to Soath Norwalk, Coon., where she
Friendanip. She la having a small addition 1 *NKU MATIOA. All druggist*, 860.
_

Nov. 3.

horse.

turned

The high school students were to give a
Hallowe’en party at town hall on Friday
evening, but the severe storm prevented.

who

were

w

PRESCRIPTS

Arthur Jordan is ill.

David Wilbur picked a straw berry|blossom the last day of October.

from

C. T Hooper has returned from Boston,
where he was a guest of his son Harry,
who is located there for the winter.

no

TRENTON.

week.

a

severe

Wben having one ol
three years ago, I dee,-ltd
t0
lifted.

members of the

Walter Googins caught two foxes last

Googins

especially

were

tendance.

Mrs. Mary De Meyer, who haa been very
ill, ia improving slowly.

Berniece Pinkham returned Saturday
a visit in Boston.

last week.

her school in

_

Mrs. Laura Stanley, who spent last week
her sister, Mrs. Fred Robinson, at
Southwest Harbor, is home.
Seven

tbey

at

with

charge, has returned to

Mildred McCrae is ill of typhoid fever.
Orrin Donnell and wife have been* visiting in Cambridge.

Northeast Harbor, where he is attending

Nov. 4.

O. E. 8. attended
the lodge at Southwest Harbor Wednesday evening. It was a special meeting,
with Mrs. Ada Dins more, D. D., in at-

been in

BEAL HARBOR.

week.

high echooL
week.
listrict No. 13 last week.
Lloyd Willey, of Cherryfleld, has been
Mrs. Arthur Kief has returned from
Mrs. Amanda Mayo, of Westbrook, is spending a few days with hit sister, Mrs.
Massachusetts, where she visited her baiting relatives here, her old home.
Ralph Sargent.
another.
Arthur Sargent and wife, with little
J. W. Remick and wife gave a progreeJames R. Ash, wife and son Frank, of
ive eighty-three party
last Saturday granddaughter Vera, returned home from
called
on
Mrs.
North Dakota,
Nancy Aslj ; , light. Mrs. J. D. Kemick won the ladiee’ a visit in Sedgwick Tuesday.
last week.
j j >rize, E. O. Frazier the men’s, and Horace j The lobster fisherman have been doing
Herbert Ash, of Ellswortb Falls, visited i lemick the booby.
Dainty refreshments well of late, with a good price, and bait
rere served.
All had an enjoyable even- lower than for some time.
He
his mother, Mrs. Nancy Ash, Sunday.
was accompanied by Miss Bertha Joy.
j ng.
Ethel Bunker made a
Miss Vera Seeds closed

who has

3._Gem.

town, spent several days here last

Philip

BAY8IDE.

ter.

re.,,

try Doan's Kidney Kills, snd got s
supply
Moore’s Drug Store. They corr-.
;ed
my trouble in s remarkably short time
and after taking them. I enjoyed
much
better health. I have never heard ol
Instance w here Doan's Kidney pm,
,ve
failed to prove satisfactory."
For sale by all dealers. Price gn
Fosler-Milburn Vo., Hulfalo, Sew y ,.k’
sole agents tor tbe United States.
Remember tbe name~Doan’s-an,i take

THKLMA.

by Mias Elizabeth Froat.
Jellison millinery store on Main
street has closed for the winter. It will
be reopened in April.
Miss Nina Jellison,

Ellsworth

results.

stooped or
these spells

-1MKINLEY.

The

evening the boys gave a dance.
the whole, it was an enjoyable day.
Nov.

Harbor, is employed by M. B. Jordan, plumber.
Capt. E. E. Foss, of Rockland, formerly

and

the minister.

here is filled

the

Edward Copp, of Bar

and three children

lociable at her home

party was held at the K.
P. hall Thursday evening. Ice-cream,
cake and candy were aold.
The young
jieople enjoyed the fortune tellers, cats
and ghosts.
About fltt was realized for

George Wallace and wife spent Friday
Hastings, who has been
telephone operator here two years, night with 11. P. Richardson and wife.
left Saturday for Machias, whore she has
Telrna Thurston left Wednesday for
Her place Portland, where she will work this winaccepted a similar position.

to those who worked and to the town.

church.

Leo W. Blaisdell, principal of the high
»chooi at Canton, made a week-end visit
to his parents, F. E. Blaisdell and wife.

A Hallowe'en

of

Miss Sarah

and did

WINTER HARBOR.

death

reported.

bis

Nov. 4.

an

Read tbe following:
E. P. Lord, Ellsworth Kalla, Me.,
.,V1.
“You may add to tbr endorse™- m
0|
[loan's Kidney Kilts 1 gave in like
lh4,
I still consider them tbe beat
medicine to be bad for kidney trouble.
Tbs
cure they rffeeted baa been
permanent
and I am always glad to make the
(set
known. I had acute attacks of bai kt. he

chief

grading

C.

lasting

A. Lunt, of Houth Portland,
sister, Mrs. W. A. Clark, and
other relatives here, Sunday, on his way
to Booth bay from Baker's island.

wood circle at the grange hall Thursday.
The members of the grange had another

which

than the statement of

Edward

David

Given

dent who used it successfully end tells
0f

tives here.

on

Are

No better teet ol any article can be
made
than the teet of time, amt this la
particularly true of a kidney medicine, lloan'k
Kidney Pills bare atood tbia teat and
stood it welt. What better
proof f ,^
merits of this remedy could
you dr- ,M

John Eaton and wife, and Mrs. M. L.
Dix returned to their home in Rockland
Friday, after spending a week with rela-

called

People

Convincing Proof.

Mrs. Lena Robbins went to Rockland
to visit her brother, Capt. E. H
Tinker.

and wife, with a friend
from Northeast Harbor, are at Leona Wilbur’s camp for a while.
Mrs. Grafton Googins entertained Green-

able to do.

Kllnwortli

Friday

evering.

Jacobson,

O.

The Test Of Mi

The W. T. 1. 8. was held at Mrs. Philip
Per year's Friday.

Branscomb
and Harvey Whitten have returned from
their hunting trip, bringing five deer.
Albert

WEST TRE MONT.
J. B. Kumill is visiting her son, J.
If. Ramil!, st Seal Cove.
Mrs. Maris D»x, John Eaton and w ife
and Robert Dix, from Rockland, have
been visiting (J- W. Lunt and wife the
pa*t week.
There was a musical at K. of P. hall Saturday evening. Proceeds for the cemetery fence. The entertainment was given
by John Eaton and wife and Robert Dix,
of Rockland, K. B. Reed, wife and son,
and Cline.
and Misses Eggleston
Proceeds, fll.
THBI.MA.
Oct. 28.
_

Small, wife and daughter
Dorothy, who have been out of town for
several weeks, returned Friday.

Harold

son.

W. H. Gordon, S. B. Hulbert and others | body
vices
are banting at No. 10.
The capture of one
is

spent the week-

Charles N.

Mass.,

several articles of

handkerchiefs,

eyelet embroidery
would do credit to

ing

*

and wife

Thursday

week and

who has been

Mrs. Nellie

EAST FRANKLIN.

hood boose

Amon

iuc cuiumuuny
wuueora
rriaay 10
Han- I hear of the death of
I
Carrie, wife of E. C.
son, with her son, and his aunt, Mrs. McHammond, who died at the Eastern Maine
Bride, of North Conway, N. H., who have
general hospital in Bangor, where she
been visiting him, have returned home.
went on Monday last for treatment. FailNov. 4.
M.
to
alter a critical

moose

WEST SULLIVAN.

re-

Mrs. Marguerite Marshall and two chilLave returned to their home in Seal

dren

which is well

nie

HANCOCK POINT.
A. L.

went with her.
Seth

Lamoine

Newell Tripp has gone to Waterville to
be employed with his brother Alton for

o’clock.

Nov. 4.

of

visiting her uncle, William Aus-

home.

and gave

interesting
Mrs. Charles Allen and Mrs. Bart Joy
will be matrons at the next meeting, in
two weeks, which will be for the benefit
of tfce minister’s fund.

of

Roy Linscott and Lewis Smith, who are
employed at Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at

Ben Kidder, the ‘‘millionaire tramp”,

visited Soros is
a

Gerard,

son

tin.

society have been postponed until further
notice.
Dr.

wife and

George Sargent

end with relatives in Brewer.

®>&ftUKmtnu

Mrs.

bought
visiting I
Alvah Dyer and wife, of Gouldsboro,
relatives here for the past few weeks, has ]
returned to the home of her daughter, are visiting friends in town.
Mrs. Andrew Spurling, of Gouldsboro.
E. K. Tbaver and wife, of Brookline
Oct.

Harbor, visited his mother recently.

Miss

away.

Lay

Austin,

Artell

Underhill, of Boston, has
Black’s practice while he is

Dr. Charles 8.
R.

Ch’e kr.

a

Mrs. Delia

Mrs.

Martin has returned from Port-

Sadie

Dr.

year.
Nov. 4.

pitality

known*
Hilla,
most enjoyable occasion.

of the

made for

Hiram A. Butler and wife are home
from P'annington, where they have spent

Brookton.

in

Miss Helen Adams, of Ellsworth,
guest at W. O. Emery’s Sunday.

pleasant evening, together

been

ton.

Miss Cora L. Frost is employed as night
dinner recently for James Uillanders, of I
operator at the telephone office.
Boston.
Miss Elizabeth lee began her duties as
Miss Lydia Shaw4a student at Higgins j
matron at the Neighborhood house Nov. 1.
classical institute, has been home for a j
Charles W. Burr left Friday for Waterweek’s vacation.
the Maine-Oolby football
C. P. Dorr and W. E. Whiting, of Ells- j ville to attend
worth, were guests of Alfred Hamilton the I game.
first of the week, and enjoyed a morning
Gapt. Frank Bpurling, Joseph W\ Small
of coot-shooting on the black ledge. They and Kussell Manchester have returned
j from Boston on the
Ilesper.
report birds plenty, but shy.
A progressive rally was held at the
W. F. Bruce started for bis annual ?
bunting tripSunday. The party will go to Neighborhood house Oct. 30, Mr. Clark, of
Lincoln and go into camp from there. Gardiner, being lbe speaker.
Miss Julia Guptill, of Gouldsboro, will b<
The junior class of Gilman high school
a guest of Mrs. Bruce during the absence
held a hallow*'en social at the Neighbor-

Mrs. F. M. Watson, of
will regret to learn that
poor health since her re-

few weeks at Calvin Hutchins’ before
to her home at Sebago Lake.

B. Colwell left this morning !
Portland to enter a business college.

W. F.

friends of

she has been
turn.

daughter.

Clarence
for

home.

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

H.

has

to build

Mrs. Ella Abbott, who has been
her sister, Mrs. J. JL>. Hopkins, at
is home.

is

visiting in

are

Edith Yeaton leaves this morning
for Portland for the wiuter.

Mrs. R. C. Smith has gone to Newton.
Mass. Her daughter Blanche left a few
weeks ago.

j Colwell,

_

E.

preparing

wife

and

Mrs.

'Jharlotte Wooster, of Washington
Junction, is the guest of her aunt, Miss O.
E. Wooster.
Mrs. D. W. Kelley, who has been employed at Stave island, cooking for Ira

served.
Nov. 4.

bor to visit her

Miss

even-

crowd

After the lodge, refreshments

out.

Irving Farley

SOUTH HANCOCK.

The Austin Richardson house which Mr.

for

PROSPECT HARBOR.

windows

Moor has taken up all bis lobster traps, and is now making arrangements to haul up his boat, the Frog.
Nov. 4.
T. E. D.

Mrs. Fred Gray,
who, with her two
children, has been visiting her parents in
New Hampshire, is home.
Oct.

COUNTY NEWS.

P«t on to the cottage, “Best-a-while,” by
Arthur Sargent.

A recent letter from C*pt- H. G. Booker,
of Westfield, N. J., formerly of this tow n,
says his health it as good as four years
Bass Harbor.
ago. He lives with his daughter Minnie,
Unity club met Thursday with Mrs. and enjoys his children and grandchildren. He recently lost hia wife.
George W. Alien.
Tot.
Nov. 2.
Mrs. Zina Scofield has gone to Bast Har* i

buildings newly
put in the

has had his
new

Samuel

Misses Maxine and Hilda Brown spent the
week-end with Pearl L. Leland «and wife
in Trenton.

%

COUNTY NEWS.

housekeeper at the

as

bouse.

Jonesport.

Ada

employed

to be

s

[Clifford for the winter.

PLUMB I NO,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty

Yean* Experience.

Personal attention to all d*’e a.
Telephone
or mall orders prompt!) attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 8-5.

CICHESTERS^ILLS
k

Ptllila

SOU BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

«

cere

_

1
• 1SI0S1B IIK Ml pf_
J
rmfcmnufen.s.totf.AhenKau*

Pauper Notice. Ell*
contracted with the «ty of
for those
worth to .up port sod
HAVING
seeietsace
aeed
durla, the

jI
*

!

■ay

care sad are legal residents of
*5
■rhld all persons trnstin, them oa
ouat, se there le pleats of room
E»r
todatloaa to eare lor them at theClty
|f. •
gglf,

JV

Odd Fellows ball. Intercolonial
building,
2U Dudley
street, Boston, Saturday evening. Nov. 9.

MWS.

flOgNTY

hluehill.

Fred Nutter is spending

I'haae baa gone to Bethel to
Mr> m K.
winter with ber daughter, Mrs.
pud the

Instructor

mother,

Mrs. Mina

week-end
pooglan.

meat cart.

Harry Cousins has returned from Bangor, where be had an operation performed
for medi- on bis
Bangor
1^
M>1
eye.
treatment at a private hospital, la
Mrs. Frank Jones, of
Rockland, spent
and
to
be
home
expects
the week-end with her
pIDin* rapidly,
mother, Mrs.
MOD.
Augusta Staples.
Parker ia in tbe Eastern
Mrs Edward J.
lannie E., wife of Horace M. Pease,
hcwpital a: Bangor for treatment. j died
Saturday, Nov. 2, at a hospital in 1
fast as can be ex- |
a*
8be „ gaining
Boston, where ehe went for medical treat- I
‘,.,1 Her many friends hope for her j ment.
,be

,\hram.

who

in

recovery.

--

r
who
_

■Mrsf-O'V."Kimball

"ie

and children,
spent the aumroerj here, have

re-

Mass.
turned to Kail River,
"¥b«e'*ill beagrana ball in the town
Nov. ». Music by
Mil Saturday evening,
Monaghan's orchestra.
■Miss H. B. Harbougb ia having an addiLeach and Mction built to her cottage.
of the work.
Intyre have charge
Maynard Orindle, ■ student at the Cnl„rsiiy ot Maine, apant the week-end In
A. T. StaveDa and wife.
town, the guest of
timer Kiake bad tbe misfortune to saw
and thumb
tbe ends of bis three fingers
of while working in his mill last Saturday.
Curtis

vValton, of

Cleveland, O.,

baa

started
Haskell. Frank
tbe cottage for Coburn
McIntyre baa charge of digging the cellar
ind grading tbs grounds. Ashman B.
Clough will have charge of the mason
been in

town

pant

the

week

and

Kendrick,

>'ov.

H.
____________

The angel of death jhaa again
ranks end removed to that grand
irn y shove oar beloved comrade and past
commander, tflepheo B. Weacott, who served
bii country faithfully for more than three
the rebellion,
jt«r» daring the dark day• of
comrade Weacott Joined Jo*. A. Garfield
held
the office
bad
poet thirty-one year* ago.
of *.!. itan! and commander, and had been a
faithfui and worthy member of the order, a
good itlien. and a kind husband and father;
the efnre be it
jstar.iirii. That we, his late comrades,
realiie that oanpost has lost a worthy memV hfTiai,

Nov. 4.

our

A. L.
here.

Mr-

Mrs.

<U\»at
tar

Bert Bowden, wife and daughter Marion,
of 1.1'iiuc,
guests at Fred F. Wardwell'*.
has gone to Bluehill to
visit bis *10, who is with her parents,
wife.
Kmerionand
Alpbonao
Capt. J. E. Blodgett is building an addition on his tarn which he will uae for
storing grain and fanning implements.

Percy Ward well

visiting

is

the SherSub.

Avery

Anderson has returned from

u'umnal

folisg.,

the

hours

of

for

Pembroke, Mass., and New York,
where they will visit their children, before going to Seattle, Wash., where they

spend tbe

will

j

winter

w

ith

their

eon

Eu-

L-

Oct. &.
Miss

Hattie Dunbar ia visiting in Orono.

Miss Hszel Dunbar
•col

is

visiting in Penob-

Sub.

EAST SIRRY.

Capt. M. I>. Chatto

has

bought

a

horse

for his wife.

Margaret

Mrs.

j

Wasgatt

daughter, Doris Spencer,

grandvisiting in

aud

are

Bar Harbor.
Mrs.

Mrs. J.. E. Blodgett arrived
frona Fail River, Mass.

Saturday

Tat* scallop fishermen began work
tt- lUgadsioe river Saturday.

on

Mr*. Aarou Chamberlain, of Castine,
“o* guest at W. E. Ordway’s last week.
Barker Wardwell, of Castine, recently
visited his sister, Mrs. Georgia Wardwell.
Mis* Ada F. Conner is home from a visit
u uh
her tfister, Mxs. Augustus Coombs, at

Canine.

Davis and

son

have been in town

Rockland,
calling on old friends.
Omar Stevens’ family

a

George, of
few days

have

returned

a
year
spent with Mrs.
parents in Ballardvale, Mass.
Mrs. Ethel Stone and her father, Edgar
Foster, and brother Oscar were here last
week and moved Mrs. Stone’s household
goods to Ash Point.

after

home,

Stevens’

Clarence A. Moore has returned

to his

Portland.
Mrs.

Lowena

summer at Sandy
ward West’s.

the

who

Bios,
spent
Point, is visiting at Ed-

to know that she is

are

gaining rapidly

glad
afier

an

operation for appendicitis.
The farmers here have finished digging
their potatoes, with a good yield and but
little rot. Arno Perkins raised 800 bushels.
Charles Wit ham has returned to his
*ork in New Haven, Conn., after spendiQg the summer with his mother, Mrs.
Bophronia Witbam.

Herbert C. Perry, with his family, arrived Friday from San Francisco, Cal.,
after an absence of two years.
All are
glad to welcome him home.
L.
Nov. 4.
BROOKLIN.
A. E. Farnsworth and wife returned
from Boston Saturday.
P. D. Cunningham has gone to Boston,
" here he
haa employment.
Naomi Allen went to Rockland
Monday for a few days.
Mrs.

Capt. Fred Phillips

and

family

have

New Bedford, Mass., on a visit.
Ira Closson has gone to Lynn, Mass., for
tfie winter.
The Brooklin reunion will be held at

weeks of slow

Mr. and Mrs.

fever.

Gilley,

at home.

who seldom leaves

home, took a wheel chair ride on Sonlay to spend a few' days with Mrs. Maria
Milan.

work.

H. R. Hates has gone to Island Falls.
Mrs. E*telU Trundy and mother, Mrs.
Billings, with whom she lived, have
moved to Holden to conduct a boardingtiouse at W. F. Chute’s.

>

employment.
purchased a valuable

where he has

S. B. Condon has
pair of horses to use in his business this
winter.

Meanwhile the artesian

the town.

well

There

remains

extended.

are

MacDonald, seacoast missionthe vacant pulpit of the Congre-

Rev. A. P.
ary, filled

gational church Bunday morning. The
annual cbuTch meeting wrfs held on Wed-

nesday evening, Oct. 30. While the reports of the Sunday school, senior and

junior

Christian Endeavor and Bewing
societies were of marked interest, it was
regretted that no candidate for the pastorate has at yet been found. The same
board of officers was re-elected.
Spray.
Nov. 4.
SARGENT VILLE.

Ralph Harding

is

visiting his sister at

East fiiuehill.

George B. Foster,
son

of

Boston, is visiting

Charles.

Rael R.

Dority

and

wife

spent part of

Rockland.

Allen, wife and little daughmoved to Sedgwick.

Frank W.
ter have

Parker Hinckley has returned to Milton,
Mass., where he is employed.
Mrs. John H. Bennett spent part of last
week with her parents at Little Deer Isle.

purchased

Boston, recently
Wesson,
a part of the Parker Billings
of

farm.
Mrs.

Marietta Dority and Miss Lovejoy,

Sober* isenunts

SEVEN WEEKS TO

CHRISTMAS

and
Irving
Maurice
Cunningham
Grindle shot a bull moose last week.

Mary Coggins and brother Gerald,
Liucolnville, arrived Friday to visit

alans to plant forty-five
Nov. 4.

grandfather, K. T. Carlisle.
wife

S. O. Cunningham and
home Sunday from Charleston,
they have been employed the past
Nov. 4.

Bridges

has work

body-development—mental
strain—physical changes.

next year.

acres

Scott’s Emulsion is the
greatest brjdy-builder known—it
is nature’s wholesome strengthmaker—without alcohol or
Stimulant-—makes rosy cheeks,
active Uood, sturdy frames and
sound bodies.
But you must have SCOTT'S.

B.

MARIA VILLE.
Mrs. '.mogene Avery has gone away to
vork.

1

Henry Frost has his new sawmill nearly
completed.
Miss Gladys Jordan, of Aurora, is viaitng her sister, Mrs. Willis Salisbury.
Messrs. Farnbam and Googins, of Bucksx>rt, were in town Sanday, guests at the

Scott «t

Sown, BToomfitld, N. J. U-«l

of 8. A. Frost.

lome

Forrest Grover and wife

were in Bangor
employed at the
Morrison farm. Edward Cousins, of Bar
Harbor, who has been employed at this
farm the past year pr more, has gone home.

[uesday.

They

are

Nov. 4.

F.

The house of Harry Smith in Mill vale
was burned last Thursday morning about
1 o’clock. The fire
started around a
chimney. Neighbors saw the fiames and
reached Mr. Smith’s house almost as soon
as
Mr. Smith discovered the fire. Mr.
Smith, with the help of his neighbors, was
able to

save a

A Paint for Every Purpose
That

where

4

1 00

45

Sullivan.{.i t

Mt Desert

Ferry.fll 20 f
11 27
W'aukeag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock. 11
Franklin Road.*11
U1 00 *11
Wash’gt'n June.
11 06
11
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
§11 10 12
Nicolin. §11 22 *12
Green Lake. §11 30 12
Phillips Lake. §11 87 *12
...
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40 * 5 33
50 * 5 41
57 5 47
02! 5 52
6 07
15
« 17

24

31 * 6 25

Egery’s Mill.*
Holden. §11 43 12 39
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Brewer June.
BANGOR.... ar.

00
12 05
PM
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5 15
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7 00
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9
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50
58
03
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45

*11

*11

1

05!

AM
PM
5 50,*12 50

Portland.ar.
Boston via Dover ar
7 55
Boston via Ptsmth ar
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

19
26

Ellsworth 5

20

p

m

for Bangor.

tDaily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
* Stops on signal to conductor.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requested to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

necting with

$3.50.

and Boston $3.

steamer

for Boston.

8teamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll Mondays
and Thursdays at 10 00 am for South Bluehlll,
Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued tor the season.

little Santa Clauses doing
Christmas tricks!
Father Time got one, then there

Seven

were

six.

Better

Do

Shopping

Your
Now.

A
Is

now

open.

°

Sundays, until Nov. 24 inclusive, a train will
leave Bangor at 7 a m; Ellsworth 8.11 a m for
Bar Harbor. Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p

RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast er
Camden
Leaves Boston 5pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m, Wednesday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. 51. Hkkkick, Agent, Bluehlil.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

earn if

Ellswortli Loan and Building Ass’n

*11 34
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A M
A M
Boston vim Dover lv .t 8 00 t 8 55
10 00
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9 00
AM
A M
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Phillips Lake.
6 44 11 10
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Green Lake.
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Nicolin..
* 6 53 11 22 * 8 56 * 6 07
7 06 11 35
4 08
Ellsworth Falls.
6 20
7 13 11 42
4 14
ELLSWORTH.
6 25
7 25 11 60
4 20 * 6 81
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road. * 7 33 *12 00
6 40
Hancock. * 7 41 12 10
6 49
7 44 12 13
6 53
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
7 50 12 20
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 00
8 15.
Sullivan.
8 40
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9 15
110
BAR HARBOR.... ar
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is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

52

*10 57
*11 10

11 53
11 59
\M
4 50
.;.° 8 80
9 05
5 15
12 59

Banking.

...

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor Mon-

»•

every

BAR HARBOR TO BANOOR.
BAR HARBOR ....lv
tlO 30
Sorrento.

days and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, con-

A daughter was born to Oren Earls
and wife Saturday, Oct. 26.
Arthur Ashworth and Harold Conary
left for Providence, R. I., last week.
Work is about done at the White
Granite Co.,and the stone-cutters are seeking employment elsewhere.

QUALITY

In Effect

Sedgwick

painted.

You

Sept. 30, 1012.

Bluebill and Boston

Mrs. Hattie Cousins is home from South
Surry.
E. C. Long has had his buildings

of EXCEPTIONAL
time you buy
7
this line of your dealer.

|

are sure

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD]

Bar Harbor and Boston $3.50.

in Rock-

Indoor* and Oat,

KaUToafcg anto Steamboats.

Fare Reduced.

G.

Weather• a// Weathers

—

Advt.

MAINE.

statutes.

No tract, however, will b«* sold »t a price
les* than the lull ;»mmt t
-.-reon for
such unpaid State. coun:> rrfl
■*>try district taxes, interest and c«*u. .:s inscribed in
the folk wing schedule;
HANCOCK COUNTY.
TOWNSHIP.
NO.
Year
acres
1910
unp. Amt.
T. No. 7, South Division, being the
entire
township
containing
seventeen thousand nine hundred forty acres, more or less,
4981 168 78
No. 10, South Division, part of,
being a tract of land in the
south part of said township,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the point
where the north and south division line of the two and onehalf mile strip is intersected by
the southerly boundary line of
a tract of land known as the
Fox Pond Quarter; thence running westerly along the south
line of aaid Fox Pond Quarter
240 rods; thence at right angle
southerly 810 rods; thence at a
right angle easterly 240 rode:
thence northerly along said
original north and south division line to the point of beginning. Said tract is reputed to
be owned by C. Vey Holman,
and contains one thousand two
-hundred fifteen acres, more or
1216 40 75
less.
T. No. 82, M. D., part of, being a
ticket lot, numbered 28. in the
east halt of said township,
bounded and described a* follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of the pnblic lot in
the north half of said township;
thence south 160 rods; thence
west 160 rods; thence north 160
rods to the south line of the
public lot; thence east along
the south line of the public lot
160 rods to the point begun at.
Said lot contains one hundred
180
5 88
sixty acres, more or less,
James F. Singleton.
Treasurer of State.

part of his furniture.

lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
weakens the whole system.
constipation
Doan’s Kegnlcts (26 cents per box) correct the
liver, tone the stomach, cure constipation.—

OF

Treasurer’s Office,
Augusta, Oct. 21, 1812.
Pursuant to cbap. 9, sec. 44, of the revised
statutes, as amended by cbap. 226 of the pub*
lie laws of 1909. I will at the Treasurer of
State’s office at Augusta, on the twenty-sixth
day of November, neat, at 11 o’clock a. m.. sell
and convey by deed to the highest bidder, all
the interest of the State in the tracts of land
hereinafter described, lying in unincorporated townships, said tracts having been forfeited to the State for non-payment of State,
county and forestry district taxes, certified to
the Treasurer of State for the year 1910. The
sale and conveyance of each tract will be
made subject to a right in the owner or part
owner whose rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same at any time within one year after the sale, by paying or tendering to the purchaser his proportion of what the purchaser
paid therefor at the sale with interest at the
rate of twenty per cent, per annum from the
time of sale, and one dollar for release, or
such owner may redeem his interest by
paying as aforesaid to the Treasurer of State
as provided in chap. 9. sec. 46, of the revised

I

A

season.

WEST BTONINGTON.
Daniel Fifleld and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born Oct. 23.
Mrs. Sterling Stinson and daughter
Marjory are Bpending a few weeks with
Mrs. Stinson’s parents, George Dodge and
wife.
Mum.
Oct. 25.

for

He

Corporation.

arrived

EAST BLUEHILL.
John Tufts is home from Frankfort.
Luther W.
land

three bun-

or

Eastern Steamship

Miss

Oct. 28.

bushels of small potatoes left.

especially

tives here last week.

their

bushels and has two

Ired

cure

about the

Pearl B. Day, of Calais, visited rela-

of

acres

>,000

on

wife, of Massachusetts,
announcing the marriage of their daughter, Gladys Louise, to Charles Webster
Fuller, son of George R. Fuller, of this
place, on Monday, Oct. 28. The young
in
will
make
their
home
couple
Brighton, Mass. Mr. Fuller holds a rejponsible position with the Texas Co., of
Boston. The best wishes of all his friends

WEST BURST.

Mrs.

twenty

small insurance.

was a

_

Albion Saunders

purchased the
spring, and planted
potatoes, has shipped

Cards have been received here from Fred

Herbert

George Wescott has rented the George
jx'arb place in this village, and has moved
his family here.
QNov. 4.

Mrs.

Rueben Simpson, who
Dead river farm last

Freeman’s hill will furnish the water for

last week in

Stillman Grindle is painting and repairing his bouse.
L. M. Grindle has moved his family to

and winter storms.
If your child is weary when
rising—lacks energy and ambition— has no appetite or
possibly sallow skin or a pinched
face—it is for want of vital bodynourishment; this growing
period demands special, concentrated, easily digested food
seasons

her

his

Guy Condon, U. of M., 16, spent Sun-

day

of

Friends of Mrs. Paul Wescott

gone to

pleted.

same.

Mrs. Augusta A. Leach left Monday to
visit her daughter, Mrs. 8. L Bates, in

born to

was

Eugene Thurston Oct. 30.
Ida, little daughter of Edgar and Ethel
Robbins, has been seriously ill for several

here

Fannie

Bangor,

A

recently.
daughter

should have rich, red blood
and sturdy, healthy bodies to
withstand cold rains, changing

fourth-class postmaster at North
Orland. Full information may be secured
rom tbe postmaster at North Orland.
ion of

Chamberlain and

gene.
Nov. 3.

social

joyment.

NORTH ORLAND.

Saturday, Nov. 30, an examination will
>e held at Bucksport to make certification
0 fill a contemplated vacancy in the posi-

BUCKSPORT.

week in Ban-

a

Brockton, Mass.
A fire at the pumping station of the
Freeman Higgins and wife, of West ! ikiuthwest Harbor Water Co. Thursday
Brooklin, are visiting at C. 8. Hamilton's. night did much damage to the plant. All
the fittings and many of the personal
The entertainment furnished by th»j
teacher and pupils of No. 6 Saturday I ‘fleets, tools, etc., of the engineer, Henry
night was a success.
Proceeds, about ft. 3ray, were destroyed, but the engine, at
considerable cost, can be pat in order for
Charles Sherman and wife leave to-day

—

•

Allen Lawler spent

Mrs. Hannah
the steam

on

The olde*l ladies of the Dunbar neigh- home at Port Townsend, Wash. HU wife
|
borhood-- Mm. Mary D. Conner, aged eigh- and two daughters will spend the winter
ty-five, Mrs. Margaret A. Hutchins, aged ; w ith her father, Joseph Gray.
seventy-eight, and Mm. Mary L. Leach,
C.
Nov. 4.
■geo jm .* ay-nix- were entertained Tuea- I
Onv. Ot. 22, at the home of C. M. L^ach
an<i wile, it being the host's seventieth
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
birthday. An ideal day, resplendent with
Work on the State road has been comintercourse and an
appetizing dinner
combined to make the day one of quiet en-

Mrs.

visit in

a

Devereux la working at

M.rv JL. Learb is spending a few
to- botne of Capt. Bennett Dun-

Sutton,

Oct. 28.

Ctstuie.

Newell Perkins, of Penobscot, is making
on the Dunbar store.
Mr. Sberiinifi and wife have returned
from « vacation spent in lalesboro.

of

John Allen, quartermaster
yacht Viking, is home.

8. P. Bsowmak,
H. G. Haaaica,
J. H. Mors a.
Committee.

repairs

Sargent,

Davis.

T>ftENJ

even-

Sim.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

A

i^onard Candage has bought
wood place and moved in.

draped In mourning for thirty days.

Mr- Frances
Paul Wesrott'a.

uxury.
Nov. 4.

gor

NORTH BROOKUN.

R«* ttd, That we extend oar sympathy to
hi* two son* and especially the sou and his
wife who cared lor htm in his last illness.
Rttolrud. That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on record, that a copy be sent to his
*on». *bat a copy be sent to Tmb Ellsworth
Austin .> for publication, and that the hall

NORTH CABTiNE.
Miss Gertrude H. Dodge is home from

Une Femme.
—...

ber.

be

and Mrs.

of the entire community goes out to the
husband and sisters.

MBMOBIAL BBBOLtTIOBS.

niftrtd

Bedford, Mass.,

Nellie Joyce, of Melrose, Maas., who were
with her when she died.
The sympathy

Proceeds of the

Nov. 4.

]

Oct. 28.
Davis.
Mrs. Pease was the youngest
of the late Ilea. Judson and
Ransom Johnson is home from Bangor
1
Susan Urindle Tibbetts. She had been a
or a few weeks’ hunting.
life-long resident of this town with the
Del .Salisbury, who has been employed
exception of a few years which were spent j n
Brewer two years, is home.
; in Boston, where she and Mr. Pease bad
L. E. Vose, of Boston, who is at the
charge of a lodging-house. She was a
Yarren farm hunting, shot a fine buck
charter member of Center Harbor Kebekab lodge, and for a number of years ast Wednesday.
had been its faithful organist. She had
John P. Warren, who has been visiting
iis brother Eben, left Saturday for Masfor many year* been a faithful member of
Brooklin grange, and was also a charter 1 lachusetts, where he has a fine position.
member of
Lookout chapter, O. E. S.
The Bar Harbor parties who have been
She was a member of a Methodist church
n town hunting the past week
were
in Boston. She was
vice-president of the fuests of Abram M. Warren and wife, of
Brooklin library association, a place she tfariaville.
bad tilled since its organisation thirteen
Arden S. Young and wife, with twin
i years ago.
Mrs. Pease will be greatly
laughters, Lora and Lyda, are visiting
mjsaed by all, as she took an active
part
heir eldest daughter, Mrs. Bert Leach, at
I in all departments of work for the wel- N'orth Castine.
fare of the town. She leaves a large cirj
George W. Black, one of the smart old
cle of friends, to whom the news of her
death came as a great shock. She leaves roung men, is bdilding a large room over
be well connected to the kitchen which
a husband, and two sisters—Mrs. Susan
will be a great convenience as well as a
of

SCHOOL 1

Friday

Brookhaven

ice-cream sale in

evening, Nov. 1.
nK, 111.

daughter

work4.

Harold Grant and wife, of Bucksport,
vho have been here hunting several weeks,
dan to go home in a few days before gong up to Moosehead hunting. They are
aiking of buying a place fora home while
I lunting, as they
spend lots of time and
noney her**, and would remain longer if
bey had comfortable quarters of their
*wn.
They have many friends here who
pope they may be residents at least a few
1 nontbs of the
year.

Waldo

The school league of No. 8 school held
m

vhich has been the cause of much trouble
or two years.
JJ1 efforts to shoot, poison
»r trap were of no avail, until tlse
baby
at watched and won out after a severe
>attle. She is to be awarded a silver bell
>y her admirers.

Frank Herrick, who baa been
ill, is better. Arthur Dunbam took bis
place on his

Douglas*,
Mi«! Nellie
school at Castlne, spent
the grammar
with ber

ployment several months of the year.
Lissa Astor, a four-months’ old coon
citten, owned by Miss Warren, is deservng all the praise now showered upon her,
or she has captured and killed the
big rat

Mrs. A. W. Bridges and Mr*. Frank Tolcott visited friends at South Bluebili
last
week.

„eIf

an

Arthur Moore and wife have returned
from Randolph, where he has em-

some

days in

lew

a

Surry,

STATE

E. Kingsbury and little
laughter Clara, of Medfield, Maas., are
tueeta of Mrs. Clara Bowden.
Mrs.

Ergal Notice*.

amjfrttMiurnt*.

of Oastine, spent Sunday with Mrs. W. L.
•
France.

OTIS.

Alma Herrick, baa
gone to Sedgwick,
where abe baa employment.

M. Bewail, of Bath, *11 in
aon. H.
1 on boalneaa.
town Nov.
and Judge F. B. Snow
y. w Weacott
last week on business.
jn lleer Iala

ft Herrick.M.

COUNTY NEWS.

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per share,

WHY PAY

RENT

when you can borrow
your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthl}
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

HOME.

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

▲. W. Kino. President.

Ecgal Notice*.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
‘VIT'HEREAS Loren W. Rumill, of Tremont,
in the county of Hancock and State of
T ▼
Maine, by bis mortgage deed dated November
8th, a. d
1889, and recorded in Hancock
county, Maine, registry of deeds, book 242, page
202, conveyed to Anson I. Holmes, of said Tremont. now Southwest Harbor, a certain lot or
parcel of land situated in West Tremont in
the district known as No. 8 in said Tremont.
and which is bounded and described as follows: Beginning at an iron bolt in the fence
of Eben A. Gott’s eastern line the same being
five rods in a northerly direction from the
county road, thence running in an easterly
direction and following the north line of a lot
owned by said Rumill. which lot is known as
the “Pacific Hall Lot” four rods to a stake,
thence In a northerly course parallel with
said Eben A. Gott’s east line two rods to an
iron bolt: thence westerly parallel with the
first course four rods to a bolt, thence following said Gott’s east line southerly two rods to
the place of beginning,
containing eight
square rods.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been and still remains broken; now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purAnson I. Holmes.
pose.
October 26, a. d. 1912.
NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE.
M. Dow and Altia 8
T
Dow,
Tremont, county of Hancock and State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated January 17, a. d. 1898, and recorded
in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 322,
page 139, conveyed to Auson I. Holmes, of said
Tremont (now Southwest Harbor', five-ninths
of a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Mount Desert in said county and State, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Commencing at the southeast corner of land
now or formerly owned by John C. Somes and
running south nine degrees east eighty-four
rods; thence east two hundred reds; thence
north twenty-four degrees west ninety rods;
thence west one hundred and seventy-four
rods to the drst mentioned bound, und reference is made to the following deeds recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, book 275,
page
544. aDd book 275, page 541, which reference is
hereby given lor a more particular description.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been and still remain broken, now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purposeAnson I. Holmes.
October 26, a. d. 1912.
Winfield
'V\7"HEREA8
both of
v

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
NATHAN H. REED, late of TREMONT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desirei t.o present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment iminediatelv.
Emma A. Reed, Administratrix.
October 14,1912.

THE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
A. Myrtle Springer, of Lamoine, Hancock
county, State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 12th
day of July, a. d. 1910. and recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 470,
page 527, conveyed to tbe Hancock County
Savings Bank, a corporation duly organized
and having an established place of business
at Ellsworth, county ana State aforesaid, a
certain tract or parcel of land situated in said
Lamoine, and bounded and described as follows, to wit
Beginning at the southeast corner on Benjamin Gilpatrick’s line, thenee
west on said line 62 rods more or
south 60
less, to land of Geo. F. Brooks, thence at
right angles north 30' east 12 rods, thence
west or parallel to Benjamin Gilsouth 60
patrick’s line 20 rods, thence south 30 east 4
rods, thence south 60° west parallel to said
Gilpatrick’s line to the shore, thence northerly on the shore 74 rods, thence north 15^ east
or by tbe center of said lot, 39 rods to a stake,
thence north 65° east 10 rods to a pile of
stones, thence north 47° east 11 rods and 9
links to the middle of town way, till it strikes
said center line to the easterly line, thence
south 21 rods more or less by the center to the
place of beginning, containing 43 acres more
or less.
Also another lot or parcel of land,
situated in said town of Lamoine, bounded
and described as follows, to wit: Beginning
on the westerly side of the town
road and in
the northerly line of a lot of land owned by*
Eben H. King and Louis King in common,
said point of beginning being nearly opposite tne house now occupied by John F. Lear:
thence south 88° west but following the said
north line of the Eben H. and Louis King's
lot, to the waters of Jordan’s river, so-called;
thence following tbe waters of said Jordan's
river northerly to a point where a line drawn
midway between the said northerly line of theEben H. and Louis King lot, and the southerly line of a lot owned by John F. Coolidge
would intersect said Jordan’s river; thence
south W1.*0 east 63 rods more or less to said
town road, thence southerly 18 rods more or
less to the place of beginning, containing 6 and
acres more or less.
Also another certain
lot: Being one square acre of laud together
with the dwelling bouse and stable thereon,
being the same lot of land together with tbe
above described lot conveyed to me this dav
by Orin P. Torrence by deed to be recorded
herewith. And I do covenant and agree that
not used upon the place shall be sold
any hay
only with the advice and consent of said
grantee, and the amount received therefor
shall be applied to reduce the principal of
said mortgage, and whereas the conditions of
said mortgage have been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, said Hancock County Savings Bank,
by its treasurer duly authorized, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hancock Codnty Savings Bank.
By Charles C. Burrlll, its treasurer.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, this 30th dav of
October, 1912.

WHEREAS

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

Sinclair,
worth, Hancock county, Maine, by
WHEREA8,
deed dated March 5,
and

Nellie L.
of Ellsher
1906
remortgage
corded in the registry of deeds in Hancock
county, book 429, page 107, conveyed to the
Ellsworth Loan & Building Association certain real estate in said Ellsworth described in
said mortgage as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Ellsworth, aforesaid, on the westerly side of
Beal’s avenue with all buildings thereon,
being the homestead of Martha A. Salisbury
and conveyed to Nellie L. Sinclair by deed of
March 17. 1906. to be recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, the said lot being bounded
easterly by Beal's avenue; southerly by the
Maloney homestead; westerly by the railroad
and northerly by lank of Parady and comprising two lots, one conveyed by Daniel S. Beal to
Elisha T. Salisbury by deed dated September14, 1888, and recorded October 81, 1889, in Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds in book
239. page 318, and the other lot conveyed by
Maria E. Maloney to Maria A. Salisbury by
deed dated April 15, 1897, and recorded January
20, 1899. in said registry iu book 332, page 338.
and whereas, the condition of 3aid mortgage
has- been broken; now, therefore, by reasoa
of the brtach of the condition thereof the
Ellsworth
Loan &
Building Association
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellswort^, Maine, October 22, 1912.
Ellswobth Loan & Building
Association.
By Peters & Knowlton, Attorneys.
By Edmond J. Walsh, Treasurer.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HERE AS Jacob B. Walls, of Southwest
Harbor, county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
twenty-third day of August, a. d. 1905, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 421page 447. conveyed to Anson I. Holmes, of
said Southwest Harbor, a certain lot or parcel of land in said Southwest Harbor and
bounded and described as follows to wit
Beginning on the county road on and in the
south side of a blue leage, thence running
westerly eight rods to a stake and stones;
thence northerly in a line parallel with said,
road five rods to a stake, thence easterly and
parallel with the line first mentioned eight
rods to said road; thence southerly by said
road five rods to the first mentioned bound,
coutaining one fourth of an acre with the
buildings thereon; and for a further description reference may be had to deed recorded In
Hancock registry of deeds, book 219, page 73.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been and still remain broken: now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purAnson I. Holmes.
pose.
October 26, a. d. 1912.

VI/
▼ ▼

Given

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

COUNTY NEWS.
SOUTH SURRY.

Lyman Curtis, who has
at Bar Harbor, is at home.

been

employed

Miss Olive Bonsey is at home, after being in Bar Harbor for some time.
Charles P. Tucker, of Bluehill, is spending a few days with Clifford Coggins.
who has been ill

Mrs. Amanda Young,
weeks, is gaining. Her daughter, Nellie Meader, is still with her.
Mrs. Hattie Cousins, of Hast Bluehill,
who has been keeping house for F. H.
about two

Harden, has returned home. Mrs. Copp,
of Lamoine, has taken her place.
The sad death of Capt. Harry C. Young

BakJnaPdwler
'

(:j

jQ AbstKiteftPnreQ
^TXp)

Mm Atam

railways

Trained men will be
necessary to put auch a plan Into exWe have training schools
ecution.
for <>ur teachers and those engaged
li. nearly every other vocation, why
not for our road builders?
It must be remembered that the
cur

DEMAND FOR
TRAINED MEN

highway department has absolutely no control or voice over seventy-five perceot of the highway expenditures. being entirely devoid of
the least semblance of authority In

state

6reat Era of Highway Development Is Now at Hand

of maintenance Men hav.
ing such a training would have a technical knowledge of the value of road
building material. In the cooetructlon of n macadam mad, certain varieties of stone are good while others
are absolutely worthless.
Some are
suitable for the lower courses while
worthless- for the top or last course.
Only an analysis can determine their
The same la true
respective values.
of the bitumens and gravels.
The field la full of civil, railroad,
and electrical engineers. but there
can rarely be found a competent man
with the necessary technical knowledge of highway engineering. Cities,
counties snd states are appropriating
millions for road* with no one to
properly direct the expenditure. Especially la this true In the South and
West Here Is a field full of opportunities for the young man with the requisite knowledge
Besides, the University of Maine
could do no greater service to the
state than to establish such a course.
It certainly la a subject that should
receive the serious consideration of
the faculty.
the matter

WASTE
Could

PUBLIC FU10S

OF

Be

Eliminated

ssring

Establish-

by

Course In Highway Engtn-

ment of

Construction

and

In

Uni-

versity of Maine—John C. Sestet'
Timely Suggestion
(John C. Settee)
Should the University of Maine establish

course

a

lo highwa> engineer-

ing and construction”
a

state

It la practical!}

institution, deriving

part of

its

funds

from

1100,000 annually.

the

Such

lsrse

a

state—

a

course

would be productive of more real benefit to the state than any other course
in its curriculum,

besides

being of

great advantage to many of its students.

tering
ment

The state and bat on are ena

great

era

of highway develop-

somewhat similar to that of the

railroads of half a century ago.
the
to

be

have

lively demand for

a
a

In

few years there is des*ned

next

scientific

knowledge

men

who

Papa Did T**.

of high-

"This Is my
Frederick. Mr. Fostli k." said Mr. GUnden proudly. Introducing his flve-ysar-old boy to bis
caller
"Well. Frederick." said the caller.
•
do you obey your mamma?"
"Tea. sir." replied Frederick promptly, "and so does papa."
son

way construction, for the primitive,
crude and wasteful methods of today
must be supplanted by a more economical and intelligent system.
Our
own state has just voted by an overtyjjdlming majority for the appropriation of $2,000.(H)Q for highway construction.

Hsr Cultivated Taste.
"flow is your daughter getting on
with her musk-?"
“Very well,” answered Mr. Cumrox.
"She has got along so far that when 1
ask her to play anything I like the
look* haughty and say*. The Idea?"—
Washington Star.

Mia Specialty.
"Do you apeak several languages, father?"
"No, my son." replied Mr llenperk.
gazing aadiy at his wife, “hut 1 do
know the mother tongue."—Judge.
Aida ta Histeey.
Mrs Brown Ha rah't you found per
■Dually that history always repeats
Itself? Mrs Bliss Not always. The
neighbors repeat most of my history.
—New York Times.

camp in

lightful

a

Clara

Mrs.

of Mrs.

the

4
Blackie” was a faithful old
friend, and will be missed by
the family upon their return here next

of sickness.
servant and
season.

Miss Mary Coggins snd brother Gerald,

Lincolnville,

of

who have

been

EAST LAMOINE.

NORTH HANCOCK.
H. Grass and wife were week-end
guests of friends in Nicolln.
Mrs. Charles Googins visited friends in

Saturday.
into

Mrs.

Ellis Springer has gone to Litchfield,
employment for the winter.

Mrs. 8. Y. Dea lalea, who has visited at
Portsmouth and Boston, is home.

where he has

Mrs. W. F. Des Isles is visiting her
George in New York.

H. G. Tracy and Misa Marvel Tracy, of
Franklin, were calling on friends here last

son

Mrs. Cyrus Abbott, who has been quite

ill,

is better.

C. Toole and wile, of Bangor, are
here for a abort stay. They have bought
C.

George Gaolt, jr.

the house of

Mrs. Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, who
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Stephen
Leland, has returned home.

Myra Young,

Mrs.
summer

who has

spent the
here, has returned toSegreganset

Mass.

Frank Bennett is home from Boston for
His
sister^Helen, who
has been visiting there, returned with

a

week.

Mrs. Ralph Gerrisb and daughter, of
Sullivan, were guests last week of Mrs.
Georg* P. Cline.
Reuben Williams and wife, of Franklin,
were guests last week of their daughter,
Mrs. Clarence Stratton.

Harry Maddocks and wife returned to
Brewer this morning, Mr. Maddocks to
as agent at
resume his duties
Brewer
Junction.
Nov. 1.
Axos.

short vacation.

him.
Mrs.

PRETTY MARSH.

liysom

Oscar

is at

V. I). Smith’s tor the

week-end.

Arthur Ashmore visited her hus-

band, who
Sunday.

ia

employed

Lester Smith is

Bangor, oyer fishing

at

Curtis Hodgkins snd family, of Bar
Harbor, visited his brother Harry Sunday.
Mr. Hodgkins intends to move his family
to Oregon soon, much to the regret of his
friends here.

Nov. 5.

N.

with

Mrs. Anne

E.

sorry to hear of her continued

driving

the

Delniont Murphy has moved his family

Harvey P. Freeman is in town for a few
days, before starting on his annual hunt-

Oct. 23.

ing trip

Higgins, who has been employed
at Bar Harbor through the summer, moved

and is

know.

!

Nov. 4.

B.
__

_

WALTHAM.
Mr*.

Charles Davis is visiting relatives

I

Haynes has bought a large boat
going scalloping. Frank Turner, of

Mrs. Clara Keid, who has been visiting
friends here, has returned toBullivan.

Wednesday.
Mr*. Charles Jordan, who has been in
Center, is in company with him.
Nov. 4.
O.
William Douglass and w ife have recently
Ellsworth the past four weeks, is home.
opened their cottage here for the winter,
Milton Haslem is building an addition
WEST BROOKLIN.
after spending the summer at Bar Harbor.
to his barn. Charles Jordan ia doing the
Elmer and Everett Bridges are getting
E. A. Hopkins, who baa been employed
work.
to go scalloping.
io Bangor
since
June, and his family, reader
Stephen Jordan has moved a crew in the
F. T. and R. C. Bridges were in Rockwhich has been at Ellsworth Falls in his
woods for the winter at Kocky pood.
on
land
business.
recently
absence, moved borne Friday.
Mrs. Ed. Jordan wrill cook for him.
Mrs. Ina Lynch, of Ellsworth, spent
Henry Bridge^ has bad his house
Leah, little daughter of George Jordan
Friday with her sister, Mrs. Eva <J. Hop- painted by Frank Bridges.
and wife, has been presented with an inkina.
Mrs. Lynch will leave Thursday
of
steamer
Freethey,
Roy
Boothbay, valid’s chair by Mrs. Thayer, of {toston.
for Boston, w here she will join her hus- visited friends here recently.
Lemon Jordan, who ia attending the
band, James E. Lynch, for the winter.
Jesse Eaton, of Oceanville, is visiting
University of Maine, spent a few days reA pleasant hallowe'en social was given
his mother, Mrs. Martha Eaton.
cently with his parents, Herman Jordan
at the home of Charles Davis, jr., on
Saturday, Nov..30, an examination will and wife.
Thursday evening. The time was spent be held at Sedgwick, to make certification
Adelbert Martin, who has been visiting
in games and music.
All especially ento fill a contemplated vacancy in the posi- his aunt, Mrs. Alden Haslem, several
Miss tion of fourth-class
joyed unraveling the spider-web.
at
West weeks, has returned to bis home in
postmaster
Einel Haynes won the tlrst prize, and Mr. Brooklin. Full information
may be se- Clinton, Mass.
Dunbar the booby. A dollar was received cured from the postmaster at West BrookFrank Manchester and wife, who have
from the grab-bag, which the children lin.
been visiting Mrs. Manchester’s parents,
Nov. 4.
B.
seemed to think great sport. Cake antil
Alfred Hardison and wife, have returned
coffee were served.
The net proceeds, |5,
home

swell the amount
the interior of the

being raised to repair
Baptist church.

Nov.«.

9.

_

SEDGWICK.
Mr*.

Uuptill,

who hu been

ill,

ia

belter.

Mre. Sylvester bu returned from Boston.

J. A. Cloeeon end Mrs. Harriet Clough
were in Kockiaud Friday.
T. A. Smith and family returned from
pleasure trip Saturday.
Mr. Firth, tenant at the Cane farm, will
move bia lamily to Boston.

a

Ethel Sanborn, who has been employed al J. W. Paris's, baa returned to
ber home in Brooksville.
Mias

G. S.

factory

Bridget
last

arrived

week.

He

home
was

from hit

accompanied

by Mrs. Bridges, who has been visiting in
Boston.

SOUND.

Miss Natalie Tinker

is

at

to their home in

borne ill of

a

bad cold.

Vernon

Lawrence Nelson and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Clarence Brown, who has been suffering
from blood poisoning in his thumb, is better.

Nov. 4.

L.

A dance

was

day evening.
Jennie
spent

a

4._H.
rcnujiou/r.

Mrs. Ora Getchell is employed at Charles
Hutchins’.

Mrs. H. C. Perkins spent several days in
Bangor last week.
Mrs.

Bessie

Grindle, of Waterville, is

Ellery Leach

and
Winfield McKown
days last week in Rockland.

Misses Valeria and Lula Lunt and

Violet

were

and wife.

held at the

Metho-

Sunday evening, Nov. 3.
Ethel Gray, of Hallowell, is visit-

dist church
Miss

Rice

few

attendibg the,
home owing to

Vermont, is
trouble with his eyes. His many friends
hope that no serious trouble will result.
Nov.

Union services

given at Seaside hall Thurs-

who is

of

the guest of

FRENCHBORO.

Northeast Harbor.

Haslem,

University

H. A. Havey spent Saturday night and
Sunday with his family.
Mrs. Clara Morphy, who has been visiting ib Bangor and Hancock, is home.

of

his

case

ex-

turned to spend the winter with her
ter, Mr*. 9. W. Treworgy.

in Brewer.

to northern Maine.

Frank

disease
kidneys
description

To such wroull say,
time Peruna.
this formula Is now put out under the
name
of KA-TAR-NO. manufactured
by KA-TAR-NO Company. Columbus*
Ohio.
Write them and they will be
pleased to send you a free booklet.

Bo my pennies 1 send.
That you may have them to spend.
To help bnild yonr psrsonsge new;
One for each year
That I’ve been oa this sphere.
With my very best wishes to you.

West Tremont.

Lester Hopkins and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son, born
Harold

I would like to go back
With this little sack.
But that 1. Impossible, you

for \V. J. Harstage between Eden and

to

fhe

York.

actly
outlines
*ny condition. I
am sure if peday.
5. B. HutMn, M. D. ru,la ««»>l him
Mr*. Ivory F. Butler Is visiting her
v»
you say, i,
daughter, Mrs. Henry French, at Oak- would cure me also.
1 om losland.
ing flesh rapidly and the doctors say
I
have every symptom of Bright's
E. T. Clifford, of Wintbrop, recently
disease of the kidneys. If you think
visited his son Harold, who is teaching at {
1 would be benefited by Peruna I will
West Franklin.
certainly try some as the doctors have
Edward Bragdon and Maynard Fernald
practically given me up, the same aa
are employed by Mr.Beibert at Ellsworth
they did him.”
In reply I wish to say, first. that I
getting Christmas trees.
never make any promises as to whit
There was no seaeion of the high school
Peruna will cure.
No physician can
Monday, as Superintendent Foee was on make positive statements of that sort.
schools.
district
duty among
I can say this much, however, if I
District-Superintendent Patladino con- were In your place I should certainly
I know of no
give Peruna a trial.
ducted quarterly conference at the Methoother remedy that would be so likely
dist church Monday evening.
to be of use to you In your present
Mr. and Mr*. Ross, of Woodstock, N. B-,
condition as Peruna
Take a tableMrs.
are
of
with
Psrcy Homer,
spoonful before each meal and at bedparents
time.
Continue
thla
tor
winter.
for
two or three
the
their daughter
weeks and then If there Is anything
E. E Springer and wife, of Ellsworth,
you wlah to ask me further write me
were guests of L. F. Springer and
wife and I will
give your letter prompt atThursday, spending the night.
tention.
I
If
find
that the Peruna Is not
The music committee are arranging for
helping you I will be perfectly frank
an “old folks" concert. Rehearsal will be
and tell you so. for I would not have
at the town hall Friday evening, when it
you take Peruna unleee It was really
is hoped the nsosl number of good voices
helping you. But It has rescued to
will be represented.
many cases of kidney disease that I
am quite confident you will find It exbibtsdat buy me.
actly suited to your case.
Kidney dtaeaee begins with catarrh
Among the response* to invitations sent
Peruna Is a catarrh
for the birthday party were some very of the kidneys.
Unless the destruction of the
remedy.
good rhymes accompanying the dollar*
U already too gTeat Peruna
kidneys
snd dimes. One follows:
relieves the catarrh and the cause of
“From th. Pine Tree state
the kidney disease Is removed.
To the Goideo Gate,
I shall anxiously await a report of
A lew thousand mite* and mors.
Remember, all letters are
your case.
There came a .mat] .sc k
sacredly confidential. 1 never use any
For me to .rod hack
one's name or address without his
To New England’, rock bound shore.
written consent.
My correspondence
Is
absolutely private. PERUNA IS
From Frankttn, M.toe,
FOR
AT
SALE
ALL
DRUG STOKER
To I'allforut. I came
SPECIAL If OTIC* —Many person*
A number of year* ago—
for the oldare making
Inquiries

Moffett
illness.

belonging

New

serious
o? the

The ladies' aid society will serve s harsupper at the Methodist vestry Tues-

Albert Smith is at work
per,

into the bouse at the corner,
Ernest Robinson.

WEST TRENTON.

Franklin

Emery Bartlett.

The friends of
are

Northeast Harbor

at

Baptiat
patronised.

vest

W.

and

well

Annie Ainslec with staves for

Mrs. Grace L.[Foss, who has been the
guest of O. W. Foss and wife, left Monday
where she will be the
for Melrose, Mass
guest of Mrs. J.C. Wortben.
C.
Nov. 4.

Friday

was

ves-

George Foss, daughter Ella ani^
are visiting at Irexter.
John W. Blais.lell is loading schooner

The ladies’ aid society will meet at the
of its president, Mrs. A. I. Foss,
Thursday afternoon.
Mias Nellie Hutchins, who bus been
visiting relatives here, left last week for

Fred McCarty has moved
Clark’s house for the winter.

haltowe'en

at the

Mr*.

son

home

Brewer

me:
“j
greatly interested in your
article describing the Kauffman
case
of
was

The chicken supper

J. N. Stratton.

guest
Howard Young, of Bangor, spent me
week-end with his parents, C. B. Young
and wife.

visiting

their aunt, Mrs. K. A. Coggins, went to
West Surry Saturday for a short visit with
their grsndfather,.Robert Carlisle, before
returning borne. While here, Miss Mary
brought in a strawberry blossom.
Nov. 3.
Tramp.

writes

man, to teacb.

Somerville, try

of

Murphy,

recent

Disease.
Agent lem&n

Misa Stella Dyer left Saturday for Sher-

Miss Gertrude Crabtree, of Portland, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Ellen Crabtree.
was a

WritM Dr. Hart,
wan About
K i d na y

Robert Phillip* hi. his hoose nswly
painted.
Mrs. Mart ha Hsvey returned from Bangor laat week.

Jits.

HANCOCK.
O. W. Foes returned Tuesday from
business trip to Rockland.

A Sick Man

FRANKLIN.

time.

Nor. 4.

Surry last week was a great shock to
community here, where be was regarded as one of the most honest, upright
men of the town.
Sympathy goes out to New York for the winter.
the family.
Deputy Augustus I. Foss went to Center I
C. M. Cunningham was recently obliged Thursday and inspected the work of Ocean
to kill “Blackie”, the old family horse beMrs. Foss accompanied
View grange.
longing to Dr. Charles Briggs, on account him.
at

Hwai

COUNTY NEWS.

witch who told fortune* in • tencup in
the corner of the hall. Thera
were fifty present and all voted it a de-

tbs
a

ing

her

Miss

from

a

aunt, Mrs. William Hutchins.
Luelia Snowman returned Tuesday
visit in Massachusetts and Con-

lis-

News has been received of the decth of
Hannah Allen, a former resident her*.

Ralph Rage, of Eastbrook, is cooking it
the milt bouse of George M. Allen Jfc Son.
Herman Carter snd mother have rented
Clapp's bouse for the winter. Mr.
Carter will work for John Thurston.
Nov. 4.
D.
Clara

_

EAST ORLAND.
Mrs. Florence Stanley went to Brewer
Friday to visit Mrs. Harold Burrili
Dr. Alvah Abrams is having extensive
repairs made on his bouse by Henry Dunbar.
Mrs.

Charles

mouth's visit

Gibbs is st home from a
Uingbam, Mass and

in

Sullivan.
Miss Gertrude Mason and Miss Marion
finished their schools, snd are

Gibb* have

home for two weeks.
Austin Blaisdell, Edwin Partridge and
George Robertson have gone to Island
Falls, where they have employment for
the winter.

Miss Grace Douglass closed her school
Friday with exercises by the pupil#
which were enjoyed by the parent*. Ail
hope that Miss Douglssa will return for
here

the next term.

M.

Nov. 4.

BIRCH HARBOR.
little son came to the home ol
Mr. and Mr*. Bruce Cowperthwaite#

Oct. 21

a

who n*s
B. B. Jones, of Melrose, Ma»*
•pent his vacation here, retorntd ooine

Thursday.
Owing to

family, the Hi e
usually held in August,
was postponed.
While Rev. W. H. Hiee
was here on his vacation, the family gave
a picnic supper at the old homestead and
About
evening.
•pent an enjoyable
reunion

illnes* in the

which is

twenty were present.
Nov. 4.

(

NORTH FRANKLIN.
C. J. March has put in a bin and elevator at bis big grist mill, which facilitates
the handling of grain.

Thurlow, who have been employed in necticut.
Nature.
Ellsworth, are hopie.
Miss Maud Ward well has returned to
Stanley Lawrie has accepted a position
Mrs. Guy M. Means arrived recently
Nature never did betray the heart
Mrs. Henry Trundy, who has been visit- her work in Calais, after spending her with W. E. Brsgdon for the w inter. *ud
She will re mein for the
that lured her.
Tla her privilege from Boston.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Charles Lunt, has vacation here.
will enter upon his duties at once.
Mr. Meant will return in the
through all the yean of this our life winter.
returned to her home in Southwest HarJ. H. Littlefield left last week for PortWillard Foss and wife, who have been
to lead from )ov to )oy
Wordsworth
spring and erect a laundry here.
bor.
land to spend the winter with his daughH. A. Murch and wife, have K"iU‘
visiting
W. C. Conary and wile and 1. D. QuimNov. 4.
G.
ter, Mrs. F. A. Miller.
to Macbias to visit Mr. Foss’ parents.
ORUkNP.
of
K.
wife
A.
and
Conary,
by,
Buckeport,
There was a social dance at the town Before returning they will extend tn‘ir
Howard Churchill is at boms after a too Stewart, and Dr. G. F. Candage, of
EAST BLUEHILL.
ball Wednesday evening. Hall of Bangor? trip to St. Stephen, N. B.
trip to New York.
Blur bill Falla, and Mias Alice M. Eaton,
Lester Grindle is home from Bangor for
furnished music. There was a small atNov. 4.
Mrs Sewell Harrmien poked a straw- of Sooth Blnefailt. were guests of Irving the election.
tendance.
Os
ana
wits
and
Saturday
adage
Sunday.
berry blossom «er bvr home Nov. X.
John Ashworth left Monday for ProviHtotirrtisnnnni
Alvra Bowden and Mrs. Lizzie Bowden
Sow.
Mrs. Harmon Gray and little son Charlie
S._H. dence, R. I., to work.
spent last week in Franklin with their
returned to Fairfield last weak, altar a
Edwin Conary is home from Brewer for
UOl l.DSBOKO.
sisters, Mrs. Lena Dwelley and Mrs. Cfcrrie
visit at Charles E. Gray’s
a short visit with his parents, E. E. ConMadison.
Mrs Mildred Yoaog la 111.
Considerable sickness is reported in
and
wife.
ary
NOV. 4.
WOODLOCKK.
South Ortand. Al. Hutchings is tuBsrtaa
Marry login shot a deer Set a r day.
Capt. H. P. Long left Sunday for RockAfter Year, of lllnsw*.
from bdsrt trouble, sad Frank Webstar
eoa
al
Willie Bolls mod land with his boat to enter the
Carroll, the little
scallop
NORTH SEDGWICK.
*
ha* sciatica.
Mr. Ilurd of 8outh Orrington »'«
wile, is ill of paralysis.
fleet. Warren York went with him.
Harold Clark is working here.
constant sufferer from biliousness an<i
There will be a dance at the town hall
Nov.
Charles Tracy tad George Perry are em4._R.
Head what he says
Eric Closson has caught several mink indigestion,
Saturday evening and a ball Thanksgiv- ployed ia Corea buildtag a house.
At“I have used the True ’’L. F.
lately.
FRANKLIN
ROAD.
ing era, Nov. *7, both nodsr the direction
has
who
been
Hut Madge Sperling,
wood’s Medicine for ten year*. I »**
Bertha Orcutt has returned from Bos- sick
of D. P. Hearn
Fred McCarthy and wife are keeping
for a number of years, could not
employed la Bar Harbor, Ia at home.
u
ton, where she has spent several weeks.
booae at Mrs. Almira Clark’s.
Misses Gladys Dorr, Ella Fnctsau, Minget any relief until I commemed
Ha/. Audrey Heal, who has been boardMedium*.
Atwood’s
use
F."
“L*
Alma
is
nie Jordan and Marion Gibbs era having
Bettel
friends
and
relaMrs. A. E. Clark and Daniel Hamilton
visiting
tag el Charles df bitaey a tor the summer,
use it for

HEALTH RESTORED

JOHN C. SCATES.

There is no department of the public service where so much of the public fund is wasted as in the construction and maintenance of our
It
is
highways.
unquestionably
safe
to
etate
that thirty percent
of
the money now expended on
the roads of Maine is
dissipated.
This means an annual destruction of j
more than $500,000,
which amount j short vacations from their schools he tun
might just as well be gathered into tbe winter terms.
Nov. 4.
I).
one pile and burned.
The time Is
j
coming when the public will fully apBelle
How silly men aw whsa they
predate this fact, and then there will
Why, my bus baud acted Uke a
be evoived a system somewhat siml- j propose? tool.
Nell-Thai's what everylar and as efficient as that adopted fcy : perfect
body thought when your engagement was

J

announced.

goes IhSa week to Prowpeoi
she will board this w inter.
to

Harbor, a hem
All are sorry

hare Mies Heal go.

The hallo we ea party at Preaama hall
Thursday eseaiag wae a plea sent a Hair
Apples and coca holla ware served The
lias hnaneeg hallows

dulged ia.

ea game# ware inThe hu at the evening was
#

and

wife

visited

friends in

Trenton last

Sunday.
Mrs. Kmogene Peaslee visited her brother, Joseph < art er, in Lamoine Sunday.
Lee McKay, of Washington Junction,
spent the week-end with his parents, J.
W. McKay and wife.
Nov. 4.
M,

tives here.

Harold Staples is employed in the factory. He boards at Mrs. Hanscom's.

Harry McFarland, of West Brooklin,
employment with Isaac Allen, and Jtias
moved his family into the Page house.
Miss Treworgy, who has been in Surry

has

with her brother tor the summer, has

re-

made a well man of me. I
most every kind of sickness in my
it one of the
family and consider
medicines that is made
A. N. Hurd, So. Orrington. Me.
A large bottle 36 cents at the •**“
by store, or a sample free by man.
you never used it. Address,

"L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Cortland.

Me.

